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4Preface
The NationalArchives of Malawi is pleased to release the 1997
- 2001 edition of the Malawi National Bibliography. This
Bibliography supercedes the 1991 - 1996 edition which was
published in 1999. The Bibliography lists publications which
have been deposited in the Library of the National Archives for
a specific period. The first
edition which resembled this
publication appeared in 1963
under the title: "List of
Publica nons Deposfted m
the Library of the National
Archives" in which was
recorded publications
received in 1961from the two
Rhodesias and Nyasaland.
The name "Malawi National
Bibliography" was first print-
ed on the second edition
which was released in 1967
in mimeograph form, listing
Malawian imprints received
during the transitional period
of the Federal Government to
the Republic ot Malawi.
Since then the Bibliography
has been published annually
or in cumulations of two, three and five years depending on the
literature output received in the National Archives for that par-
ticular period, and also in some cases the publication had to be
postponed due to financial constraints. We wish to acknowl-
edgewith thanksthe GoM/EU Promotion of the Ruleof Law and
Improvementof Justice Programme for providing the finanncial




5With the present prolification of the publishing industry in
Malawi and funds permitting, we intend to publish the
Bibliography on annual basis as was initially envisaged, and
also produce select bibliographies on issues of special interest
to our clients. Although the Bibliography is not fully comprehen-
sive in coverage, we are hopeful that Africana librarians and
researchers will find it a useful bibliographic tool in their quest
for published literature on Malawi.
With the global expansion of InformationTechnology(IT) and in
an effort to extend its services closer to the clients, the National
Archives of Malawi will soonjoin the internationalcommunity in
the information super highway. People wishing to get in touch
with us will shortly find us on the Internet. Our web address is
http://www.sdnp.org.mw/-archives/index.htmi. A copy of
this edition of the Bibliography can also be browsedthrough on
our web page.
We would also like to thank all publishers in Malawi who hon-
oured their obligation by depositing a copy of their publications
with us.
Lastly the National Archives of Malawi regrets to announce the
death of Mr. L. K. A. Lwesya who passed away on 25th March,
2000. Mr. Lwesya was until the time of his death the Acting




One of the majorfunctions of the NationalArchives of Malawi is
to collect and preserve all the printed literature relating to
Malawi. The Printed Publications Act of the Laws of Malawi
(Cap. 19:01) confers on the
NationalArchives a legal depos-
itory right to receive a free copy
of every publicationproduced or
published in Malawi. Every pub-
lisher in the country isobliged to
abide by this Law. This bibliog-
raphy is a listing of publications
deposited in the National
Archives of Malawi Library
between 1997 and 2001 under
the provision of the Act. It




The publicationslisted inthis bib-
liography include books, pamphlets, new serial titles, reports of
Governmentministries and departments, statutory bodies, soci-
eties, churches, etc. Ephemeral publications and other
non-print items have not been included since the Printed
PublicationsAct does not extendto them. Maps,thoughcovered
by theAct,havealso not been listed.
Description
The bibliographicdescription of the publications listed has been
done according to the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd
edition (AACR2)with minor variations where necessary.




The main body of the bibliography is arranged accordingto 100
subject divisions of the Dewey Decimal Classification Scheme,
Le the subject divisions ranging from 000 to 900. Under each
division the entries are arranged in alphabetical order by their
main entry headings.
Following the main body of the bibliography is a list of the first
issues of serial publications receivedduringthe periodcovered
by the bibliography.These too have been arranged in alphabet-
ical order by their titles. There is also another list of serial titles
which have ceased or changed titles.
8Each entry in the bibliography is preceded by an entry number.
The entry numbers are also reflected in the indexes.
Subject Headings
Most of the publications listed in the bibliography have been
assigned subject headings. Pure fiction and serial publications
are exemptedfrom this arrangement.The subject headings are
derived from the 12th edition of the Library of Congress subject
headings but where necessary, local variations have been
adapted.
Indexes
Twosets of indexes, referencedby item number are provided to
facilitated easy locationof the required items inthe bibliography.
These are for the author and subject indexes.
Directory of Publishers in Malawi
The directory mainly includes publishers whose publications
have been listed in this bibliography and those who deposited
the publications for our previous edition. This directory can be
consulted on Appendix I
The Printed PublicationsAct
Appendix II which is at the end of the bibliography gives a full
text of the Printed PublicationsAct which provides the National





001 Knowledge and its Extensions
1. CLARK, Menthia P.Children's sign language at Maryview School for the
Deaf in Malawi/Menthia P. Clark; drawings by Jordan
Kathumba. - Zomba: Chancellor College Publications,
1999. - 62p.; 20cm. - ISBN: 99908-51-15-8.
1. Sign Language - Malawi
2. DIRECTORY of the British - Malawi scholars association/compiled by
Development Works Riebeek West. - Lilongwe: The
British Council, 1999.- xxx, 218p. ; 26 em.
1. Scholarships - British/Malawi - Directories.
3. ADRISS, Abdi Khalil. Short-cut to computer literacy /Abdi Khalil Edriss. -
Lilongwe: the author, 1999. - vii, 124p. : 21em.
1. Computer Literacy
4. MALAWI National Commission for UNESCO. Directory of Malawian
researchers/compiled by the Malawi National
Commission for UNESCO - Lilongwe: The Commission
1993. - 21p. ; 21 em.
1. Research - Malawi - Directories.
010 Bibliographies and Catalogues
5 ICLARM Library and Information Centre. Catalogue 1997. - Domasi:
ICLARM, 1997 - 27p. ; 30 em.
1.Aquaculture - Malawi - Directories.
6. NATIONALARCHIVES OF MALAWI.LlBRARY.Malawi national bibliogra-
phy: list of publications deposited in the Library of the
National Archives 1991 - 1996.-Zomba:NationalArchivesof
Malawi, 1999. - 98p. ; 21cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 39 - 01 - 8.
1. Malawi - Imprints.
7. SALANJE, G. F. Lake Chilwa bibliography/G. F. Salanje. - Zomba: Lake
Chilwa Wetland and Catchment Management Project,
2000. - 28p. ; 30cm. - (State of the Environment Project
No. 22).
1. Lake Chilwa - Bibliography
108. KAKHONGWE,Paul. Directoryof Children Studies in Malawi/compiled by
Paul Kakhongwe. - Lilongwe: United Nations Children
Fund, 1998.-51p. ;30cm.
1. Children - Malawi - Directories
020 Library and Information Science
9. LIBRARIES in Malawi: a textbook for students/edited by Mary Casteleyn.
- Zomba: Malawi Library Association, 1985. - v, 176p. ;
20cm.
1. Libraries - Malawi.
10.NATIONALRESEARCHCOUNCILOF MALAWI.Directory of information
management specialists in Malawi. - Lilongwe: National
Research Council of Malawi, 2000. - 139p. ; 21cm. -
ISBN: 99908 - 26 - 13- 7.
1. Librarians - Malawi - Directories.
11.STANDINGCONFERENCEOF EASTERNCENTRALAND SOUTHERN
AFRICA LIBRARIANS (11TH: 1994: BLANTYRE).
Libraries and freedom of Information: proceedings of
SCECSAL xi, held in Blantyre, Malawi 25 - 29 July,
1994/editedbyAWC. Msiska ... et al. - Zomba: Malawi
LibraryAssociation, 1995. - vi, 303 p. ; 29cm.
1. Libraries -Africa
2. Information Services - Africa.
12. UTA, Joseph J. Third Conference of the Association of Parliamentary
Librarians in Eastern and Southern Africa (APLESA) 9 -
13June, 1997/compiledand edited by Joseph J. Uta and
R. Vuso Chibambo. - Blantyre: Commonwealth
ParliamentaryAssociation, 1997. - v,112p. ; 30cm.
060 General Organizations
13 COUNCIL FOR NONGOVERNMENTALORGANIZATIONS IN MALAWI.
Directory of non - governmental organizations in
Malawi/edited by Jonathan Makuwira and Timothy
Chikoti. - 2nd ed. - Blantyre: CONGOMA. 1999 - 141p. ;
28cm
1. Capitalists and Financiers - Directories
2. Non-GovernmentalOrganisations-Malawi- Directories
1114. MALAWI MINISTRY OF NATIONAL HERITAGE. Mikuyu Prison
Museum: a living reminder to the living. - {Lilongwe}:
Ministry of National Heritage, 1997.- 5p. ; 21cm.
1. Museum - Malawi.
15. MALAWI NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR UNESCO. Activities of the
Malawi National Commission for UNESCO: 1995 annual
report. - Lilongwe; the Commission, 1995.- 23p. ; 21cm.
1. General Organizations -Malawi.
150 Psychology
16 EDRISS, Abdi Khalil. Activate the best of you/Abdi Khalil Edriss. -
Lilongwe: the author, 1999. - viii, 94p. ; 21cm.
1. Psychology
17. PHIRI, D.O. What the achievers teach about success/ D.O. Phiri. -




18. FIEDLER, Klaus. Christianity and African culture: conservative German
protestant missionaries in Tanzania 1900 - 1940/Klaus
Fiedler. - Blantyre: Christian Literature Association in
Malawi, 1999. - 248p. ; 21cm - (Kachere Monograph
No.9)
1. Christianity and Culture -Tanzania.
19. OTT, Martin. African theology in images/Martin Otto- Blantyre: Christian
Literature Association in Malawi, 2000. - 604p. ; 24cm. -
(Kachere Series No.12). - ISBN: 99908 - 16 - 30 - 1.
1. Theology - African
2. Theology - African - Malawi
20. RELIGION in Malawi: an annotated bibliography/editedbyJ.C Chakanza
and Kenneth R. Ross. - Blantyre: Christian Literature
Association in Malawi, 1998. - 160p; 21cm. - (Kachere
Text No.7). ISBN 99908 - 16 - 13 - 1.
1. Religion - Malawi
1221.ROSS, KENNETH R. Here comes your King: Christ, Church and Nation
in Malawi/Kenneth R. Ross. - Blantyre: Christian
LiteratureAssociation in Malawi, 1998. - 200p. ; 21cm. -
(Kachere Book No 5). - ISBN 99908 - 16 - 10- 7
1. Religion and Politics - Malawi
2. Jesus Christ
210 Natural Theology
22.SCHOFFELEERS, Mathew. Religion and the dramatisation of life: spirit
beliefs and rituals in Southern and Central;
Malawi/Matthews Schoffeleers. - Blantyre: Christian
Literature Association in Malawi, 1997. - 165p. 21cm. -
(Kachere Monograph, No.5).- ISBN: 99908-
16-07-7
1. Religion, Primitive - Malawi.
2. Spirit Possesion - Malawi.
220 Bible
23. BRUNOTT, John, Bible Knowledge for the JC exam part one: Old
Testament: includes JC exams 1995, 1996, 1997. - 2nd
rev. ed. - Limbe: Popular Publications, {2000}. - 59p. ;
21cm.
1. Bible - Textbooks.
2. Bible - O.T. Study
24. BRUNOTT, John. Bible Knowledge for the JC exam part two: New
Testament: includes JC exams 1995, 1996, 1997.- 2nd
rev. ed. - Limbe: Popular Publications, {2000}. - 36p. :
21cm.
1. Bible - Textbooks
2. Bible. N.T. Study
25. BRUNOTT, John. Bible Knowledge for the MCE examination: St Lukes
Gospel: mirror of the 1997 examination/John Brunott. -
Limbe: Popular Publications, {2000}. - 102p. ; 21cm.
1. Bible - Textbooks
2. Bible. N.T. Study
26. BRUNOTT,John. Bible Knowledgefor the MCE examinations: the Book
of Acts/John Brunott. - {Limbe: Popular Publications,
2000}. - 42p.: 21em.
1. Bible - Textbooks
2. Bible. N.T.Study
1327. BRUNOTT,John. Bible Knowlege for the MCE examination:the Book of
Isaiah arranged according to topics/John Brunott. - 2nd
ed. - Limbe: Popular Publications,{2000}. - 88p. ; 21cm.
1. Bible - Textbooks
2. Bible. O.T. Study
28. BUKU loyera. - Blantyre: Bible Society of Malawi, 1999. - {vii, 1489}p. ; 22cm
1. Bible. Chichewa (Malawi)
29. BUKU loyera: the Bible with Deuterocanonicals in Chichewa. - Blantyre:
Bible Society of Malawi, 1998. -x, {1686}p. ; 22cm.
1. Bible. Chichewa (Malawi)
30. CHIVERANO cha chinchino: the New Testament in Chisena. - Blantyre:
Bible Society of Malawi, 1999. - viii, 612p. ; 18cm.
1. Bible. N.T.Sena
31. GORDON, Richard N. Transforming Psalms/ Richard N. Gordon. -
Blantyre: Christian literature Association in Malawi,
2000. - 110p. ; 21cm. - (Kachere Studies No.1). - ISBN:
99908 - 16 - 32 - 8
1. Bible. O.T. Psalms - Commentaries
32. LANE, Stewart. Rooted in love/ Stewart Lane. - Limbe: Rightwrite Press,
{1993}. - 39p. ; 21cm
1. Love - ReligiousAspects.
33. MONTFORT Missionaries. Kodi Malamulo a Mulungu ndi
ofunikabe?/olemba Montfort Missionaries (Balaka). -
Limbe. : Popular Publications, 1990. - 92p. ; 17cm. -
(Mabuku a Chisangalalo pa Moyo).
1. Bible. O.T.Study
34. WENDLAND, Ernest R. Buku loyera: an introduction to the New
Chichewa Bible translation/Ernest R. Wendland. -
Blantyre: Christian Literature Association in Malawi,
1998. - 224p. ; 21cm. - (Kachere Monograph No.6). -
ISBN: 99908 - 16 - 08 - 5.
1. Bible - Translating.
230 Christian Doctrine Theology
35. LANE, STEWART.Weep you rich/by Stewart S. Lane.- Limbe:Cornelius
Fellowship; {1998} 179p; 19cm
1. Christian Life - BiblicalTeaching.
14240 Christian Moral and Devotional Theology
36. NAMULONDO,Cecilia. Kupemphera/by Cecilia Namulondo. - Balaka:
Montfort Missionaries, 1997. - 32p. ; 15cm. -
(Tikambirane 1)
1. Prayer- Catholic Church
37. TIYANJANE: njira zothandiza anthu kuyanjana/ lotanthauzidwa kuchok-
era m'bukhu la m'chingerezi ndi C.F. Laymaman. -
Limbe: Popular Publications, 1991. - 44p.; 18cm.- (Za
Mpingo Series).
1. Forgiveness - ReligiousAspects
250 Local Christian and Christian Religious Orders
38. CATHOLIC CHURCH. EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.
Building our future. - Balaka: Montfort Missionaries,
1994.- : 15p. ; 21em. - (Pastoral Letters by the Episcopal
Conference of Malawi, No.3)
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and Charges.
39. CATHOLIC CHURCH. EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.
Choosing our future: Pastoral letter to the Catholic faith-
ful on the occassion of the national referendum 1993. -
Lilongwe: Episcopal Conference of Malaawi.- 20p. ;
21em. - (Pastoral Letters by the Episcopal Conference of
Malawi, No.2 ).
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and charges.
40. CATHOLICCHURCH. EPISCOPALCONFERENCE OF MALAWI.Come
back to me and live: a call to repentance as we walk
together towards the year 2000. - Balaka: Montfort
Media, 1998. - 26p. ; 21cm. - (Pastoral Letters by the
Episcopal Conference of Malawi, No. )
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and Charges
41. CATHOLIC CHURCH, EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.
Deepening our christian faith in prayer, witness and ser-
vice: an invitation to the Great Jubilee. - Lilongwe:
Episcopal Conference of Malawi, 2000. - 16p. ; 21em. -
(Pastoral Letters bythe Episcopal Conference of Malawi,
No. 12).
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and Charges.
1542. CATHOLIC CHURCH. EPISCOPALCONFERENCE OF MALAWI. Kasi
tilazge nkhu? tiyeni tipulikane. - Balaka: Montfort
Missionaries, 1993. - 12p. ; 21em. - (Pastoral Letters by
the Episcopal Conference of Malawi, No.2)





CHURCH. EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.
Kujintha chikhristu chithu mu malombo, mu kupereka
ukaboni na mu kutewetera: pempho la Jubilee Yikulu. -
Lilongwe: Episcopal Conference of Malawi 2000. - 16p. ;
21em. - (Pastoral Letters by the EpiscopalConferenceof
Malawi, No. 12).
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and Charges.
CHURCH. EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.
Kukhala moyo m'chikhulupiriro chathu, Lenti 1992. -
Balaka: Montfort Missionaries, 1992. - 12p. ; 21cm. -
(Pastoral Letters bythe EpiscopalConference of Malawi,
No.1)
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and Charges.
CHURCH. EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.
Kuzamitsa moyo wathu wachikhristu kuzera m'mapem-
phero, pochita umboni ndi potumikira: uthenga umene
tikuitanidwa kuti tiwutsatire m'chaka cha Jubili. -
Lilongwe; Episcopal Conference of Malawi, 2000. - 16p.
; 21em. - (Pa.storalLetters by the Episcopal Conference
of Malawi, No. 12)
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and Charges.
CHURCH. EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.
Kwenda pamoza mu chipulikano pa ulendo withu ku
chilimika cha 2000. - Balaka: Montfort Missionaries,
1996. - 20p. ; 21em. - (Pastoral Letters by the Episcopal
Conference of Malawi, No.8).
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and Charges.
47. CAlHOUCCHURCHEPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.Maliro a
chikhristu. - Balaka: Montfort Missionaries, 1996. - 12p. ;
21em. - (Pastoral Letters bythe EpiscopalConferenceof
Malawi, No.7).








CHURCH. EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.
Nyifwa za wa khristu. - Balaka: Montfort Missionaries,
1995. - 11p. ; 21cm. - (Pastoral letters by the Episcopal
Conference of Malawi, No.7).
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and Charges.
CHURCH. EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.
Pastoral directives on christian burial. - Balaka Montfort
Missionaries, 1996. - 12p. ; 21cm. - (Pastoral Letters by
the EpiscopalConference of Malawi, No.7).
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and Charges.
CHURCH. EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.
Tijizengere umoyo withu wakunthazi. - Balaka: Montfort
Missionaries, 1994. - 15p. 21cm. - (Pastoral Letters by
the Episcopal Conference of Malawi, No.3)
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and Charges
CHURCH. EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.
Timange tsogolo lathu. - Balaka: Montfort Missionaries,
1994.'- 20p. ; 21cm. - (Pastoral Letters by the Episcopal
Conference of Malawi, No.3)
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and Charges.
CHURCH. EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.
Tisamalire mabanja athu. - Balaka: Montfort
Missionaries, 1994. - 1p. ; 30cm. - (Pastoral Letters by
the Episcopal Confernce of Malawi, )
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and Charges.
CHURCH. EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.
Tiziyendera limodzi m'chikhulupiriro: ulendo wathu wofi-
ka ku chaka cha 2000. - Balaka: Montfort Missionaries,
1996. - 20p. ; 21cm. - (Pastoral Letters by the Episcopal
Conference of Malawi, No.8).
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and Charges.
CHURCH. EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF MALAWI.
Walking together in faith: our journey towards the year
2000. - Balaka: Montfort Missionaries, 1996. - 20p. ;
21cm. - (Pastoral Letters by the Episcopal Conference of
Malawi,No.8). .
1. Catholic Church - Pastoral Letters and Charges.
1755. CHURCH OF CENTRAL AFRICAN PRESBYTERIAN. BLANTYRE
SYNOD. Zomba CCAP Congregation then and now: a
centenary booklet. - Zomba: Centenary Celebrations
Committee, Zomba CCAP Congregation, 1998. - 20p. ;
21cm.
1. Church of Central African Presbyterian- Missions.
56. MIJOGA, Hilary B.P. Separate but same Gospel: preaching in African
instituted Churches in Southern Malawi/Hilary B.P.
Mijoga. - Blantyre: Christian Literature Association in
Malawi, 2000. - 208p. ; 21em. - (Kachere Study 2). -
ISBN: 99908 - 16 - 23 - 9.
1. Bible - Homiletical use
2. Preaching, Lay
57. MWASI, Yesaya Zerenji. Essential and paramount reasons for
working independently/YesayaZerenji Mwasi:-Blantyre:
Christian LiteratureAssociation in Malawi, 1999. - 31p. ;
21cm. - (Kachere Text No.8)
1. IndependentChurches - Malawi.
58. WENDLAND, Ernest R. Preachingthat grabs the heart: a rhetorical,styl-
istic study of the Chichewa revival sermons of Shadrack
Wame/Ernst R.Wendland.- Blantyre:Christian Literature
Association in Malawi, 2000. - 308p. ; 20cm.- (Kachere
Monograph No. 11)
1. Preaching, Lay - Malawi.
2. Sermons - Malawian.
3. Evangelistic - Sermons.
4. Wame, Shadrack
260 Christian Social and Ecclesiastical Theology
59. AGOSTONI, Tarcisio. Mpingo ndi boma/TarcisioAgostoni, translated by
Canossian Sisters and Montfort Missionaries. - Balaka:
Montfort Media, 1999. - 32p. ; 15cm. - (Maphunziro a
Demokalase 8)
1. Catholic Church - Government
60. CHIKONDI chikutsogolereni. - Limbe: Popular Publications, 1990. -
114p. ; Hem. - (Chisangalalo pa Moyo Series).
1. Marriage - ReligiousAspects - Christianity
1861. EVANS,Tony.Kudzisungaffony Evans. - Balaka: Montfort Media, 1998.
- 48p. ; 21 em. - (Kukula M'moyo 2).
1. Virginity - ReligiousAspects - Christianity
62. CHURCH, universigy and theological education in Malawi/edited by
Kenneth R. Ross. - Zomba. Department of Theology and
Religious Studies, - 1995. - 83p. ; 20cm. - (Kachere Text).
ISBN: - 99908 - 43 - 00 - 71
1. Theological Seminaries - Malawi.
2. Church and Education - Malawi.
63. EVANS,Tony. Ukholo wa wekha: banja lokhala ndi kholo limodzi/Tony
Evans. - Balaka: Montfort Media, 1998. - 46p. ; 21em. -
(Kukula M'moyo 1).
1. Single Parenting - ReligiousAspects - Christianity.
64. FAITH at the frontiers of knowledge/edited by Kenneth R. Ross. -
Blantyre: Christian Literature Association in Malawi,
1998. - 240p. ; 21em. - (Kachere Book No.6) ISBN:
99908 - 16 - 11- 5.
1. Church and Education - Africa.
65. KIURA, Jane M. Nthawi ya chibwenzi//Jane M. Kiura; translated by
Canossian Sisters. - Balaka: Montfort Media, 1998. -
72p.; 21cm. - (Kukula m'moyo 7)
1. Marriage Counselling
66. LANE, Stewart S. God Loves Africans to be African/Stewart S. Lane. -
Limbe: The Cornelius Fellowship, {1999}. - 56p. ; 20cm.
- ISBN: 99908 - 905 - 1 - x.
1. Christianity and Culture
67. LANE,Stewart.The Godwho dances with us/Stewart Lane. - Limbe:The
Cornelius Fellowship, {1999}. - 130p. ; 20cm. - ISBN:
99908 - 905 - 0 - 2
1. Bible - Devotional Literature
68. MANJAMKHOSI, G.B. Tipewe damalwolemba G.B Manjamkhosi. -
Lilongwe: Likuni Press and Publishing House, 1994. -
26p; 18cm.
1. PastoralTheology
1969. MSISKA, Stephen Kauta. Golden buttons: christianityand traditional reli-
gion among the Tumbuka/Stephen Kauta Msiska. -
Blantyre: Christian Literature Association in Malawi,
1997. - 62p. ; 21cm. - (Kachere Text No.4). - ISBN:
99908 - 16 - 05 - 0
1. Christianity - Malawi
70. PHIRI, IsabelApawo. Women presbyterianand patriachy: religiousexpe-
rience of Chewa women in Central Malawi/IsabelApawo
Phiri. - Blantyre: Christian Literature Association in
Malawi, 1997. - 160p.;21cm. - Kachere Monograph;4. -
ISBN: 99908 - 16 - 06 - 8
1. Church of Central African Presbyterian - Nkhoma
Synod.
71. REIJNAERTS, Hubert ... et. al. Montfortians in Malawi: their spirituality
and pastoral approach/Hubert Reijnaerts, Ann Nielsen
and Matthews Schoffeleers. - Blantyre: Christian
Literature Association in Malawi, 1997. - xx, 496p. ;
21cm. - (Kachere Text5). - ISBN: 99908 - 16- 09 -3.
1. Catholic Church - Malawi - History
72. WAGURA, Priska M. Anthu amakwatiriranji/Priska M. Wagura. - Balaka:
Montfort Media, 1998. - 64p. ; 21cm. - (Kukula M'moyo
3).
1. Marriage - ReligiousAspects - Christianity
73. THEOLOGY Cooked in an African pot/edited by Klaus Fiedler, Paul
Gundani and Hilary Mijoga. - Zomba: Association of
Theological Institutions in Southern and Central Africa
(ATISCA), 1998. - 180p. ; 21cm.
1. Christianity -Africa.
270 Christian Church History
74. PAAS, Steven. Digging out the ancestral church: researchingand com-
municating church history/Steven Paas. - Blantyre:
Christian LiteratureAssociation in Malawi, 2000. - 79p. ;
21cm. - (Kachere Study 3). - ISBN: 99908 - 16- 33 - 6
1. Church History.
40280 Christian Denominations and Sects
75. CHAKANZA, J. C. Voices of preachers in protest: the ministry of two
Malawian prophets: Elliot Kamwana and Wilfred Gudu.
J.C Chakanza. - Blantyre: Christian Literature
Association in Malawi, 1998. -107p ; 21cm. - (Kachere
Monograph No 7) -
1. Kamwana, Elliot Kennan.
2. Gudu, Wilfred.
76. McCRACKEN,John. Politics and christianity in Malawi 1875 - 1940:the
impact of the Livingstonia Mission in the Northern
Province/John McCracken. - Blantyre: Christian
LiteratureAssociation in Malawi, 2000. - 376p. ; 21cm. -
(Kachere Monograph No.8). - ISBN: 99908 - 16 - 24 - 5
1. Livingstonia Mission - History
2. Christianity - Malawi - History
3. Malawi - Politics and Government
290 Comparative Religion and Religions other
than Christianity
77. AL - JOHANI, Maneh Hammad. Zoonadi za Yesu/ Mahen Hammad AI -
Johani; lotanthauzidwa m'mChichewa ndi Yusuf
Muhammad Kanyamula. - Monkey Bay: Lakeshore
Islamic Publicaitons, {1998}. - 24p. ; 21em. - (Lakeshore
Isalmic Publications, No.2).
1. Islam - Doctrines
78. BAAGIL, H. M. Kukambirana kwa pakati pa mkhristu ndi msilamu/H.M.
Baagil, wotanthauzira m'Chichewa ndi Yusuf Muhammad
Kanyamula. - Liwonde: Lakeshore Islamic Publications,
{1999}. - 62p. ; 21em.
1. Religious Tolerance - Christianity
2. Religious Tolerance - Islam
3. Islam - Africa
4. Islam - Malawi
79. BUKULoyera la Korani m'chiArabu ndi Chichewa/ lomasulidwa ndiAlhaji
Yusuf Mohammad Kanyamula. - Liwonde: Lakeshore -
Islamic Publications, 1998. - x, 936p. ; 23cm. - (Holy
Quran in Arabic and Chichewa).
1. Koran - Study - Malawi
2180. ISLAM week in Malawi 1998/edited by J.C. Chakanza. - Zomba:
Department of Theology and Religious Studies, 2000. -
40p.; 21em. - (Sourcesfor the Study of Religionin Malwi,
No. 18). - ISBN: 99908 - 43 - 01 - 4
1. Islam - Malawi
81. MALAWI'S Muslims: historical perspectives/edited by David S. Bone. -
Blantyre: Christian Literature Association in Malawi,
2000. - 220p.; 21cm. - (Kachere Book No.9). - ISBN:
99908 -16 - 15 - 8
1. Muslims in Malawi
2. Islam - Malawi
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82. CHILAMBO, M.N. . . et. al. Social studies pupils' book for standard 5/ M.
N. Chirambo, AS Liwewe, D. F. Namate. - Blantyre:
Jhango PublishingHouse, 1999. - 79p. ;21em.- (Malawi
Primary Education). - ISBN: 99908 - 45 - 17- 9.
1. Social Sciences - Malawi.
83. CHILAMBO, M.N. et... al. Social studies pupils' book of standard 6/ M. N.
Chilambo, U. J. L. Hara, A.S. Liwewe . - Blantyre: Jhango
Publishing House, 1999 . 107p. ; 21em. - (Malawi
Primary Education). - ISBN: 99908 - 45 - 18 - 0
1. Social Sciences - Malawi
84. HARA, U. J. L. ... et. al. Social studies: pupils' book for standard 7/U.J.L.
Hara, V. P. Kabwila, A S. Liwewe .. - Blantyre. Jhango
Publishing House, 1999. - 82p. ; 21cm. - (Malawi Primary
Education). - ISBN: 99908 - 45 - 19 - 5
1. Social Sciences - Malawi
85. HARA, U.J.L ... et. al. Social studies pupils' book for standard 8/U.J.L.
Hara, R .J. R. Hauya, V. P. Kabwila. - Blantyre: Jhango
Publishing House, 1999.-87p. ;21 em. - (Malawi Primary
Education). - ISBN: 99908 - 45 - 20 - 4
1. Social Sciences - Malawi
86. KHOLOWA, Janet Y. In the beginning God created them equal/Janet Y.
Kholowa and Klaus Fiedler. - Blantyre: Christian
Literature Association in Malawi, 2000. - 27p. ; 21em. -
(Mvunguti Book No.A). -ISBN: 99908 -16 - 22 - 5
1. Sex Discrimination
2287. KHOLOWA,Janet Y. Pa chiyambi anawalenga chimodzimodzi/Janet Y.
Kholowa and Klaus Fiedler. - Blantyre: Christian
Literature Association in Malawi, 1999. - 28p. ; 21cm. -
(Buku la Mvunguti No.2). - ISBN: 99908 - 16 - 22 - 5
1.Sex Discrimination
88. MALAWI: demographic and health survey, 1992. - Zomba:
Statistical Office, 1994. - xx, 221p. ; 30cm.
1. Malawi - Population
2. DemographicSurvey - Malawi
3. Health Survey - Malawi
4. Public Health - Malawi
National
89. MALAWISOCIALACTION FUND. Getting acquainted with MASAF: an
orientation booklet for stakeholders in the Malawi Social
Action Fund. - Lilongwe. Malawi Social Action Fund,
{1999}. - 36p. ; 30cm.
1. Community Development- Malawi
2. Economic Development - Prospects - Malawi
90. MALAWISOCIALACTION FUND. MASAF factfile: total MASAF projects
approvedas at December,1997/MASAF.- Lilongwe:The
Fund, 1997.- 30p.;
1. Community Development - Malawi
2. Economic Development - Prospects - Malawi
91. MALAWI SOCIAL ACTION FUND. The MASAF factfile: the people's fund
for community developmentlMASAF - Lilongwe: The
Fund, 1999. - 11p.; 30 cm.
1. Community Development- Malawi
2. Economic Development - Prospects - Malawi
92. MVULA, Peter M. Beyond inequalities:women in Malawi/ Peter M. Mvula
and Paul Kakhongwe. - Zomba: University of Malawi,
Centre for Social Research, 1997. - 68p. ; 26cm.
1. Women - Africa, Southern
93 NKHANZA kwa amayi/translated by Canossian Sisters and Montfort
Missionaries. - Balaka: Montfort Media, 1998 - 48p. ;
21cm. - (Original title: ViolenceAgainst Women)
1. Women - Crime Against
2394. UNITED Nations joint gender policy statement - Malawi.- Lilongwe:UN
Agencies, 1996. - v. 15p. ; 17cm..
1. Sex Discrimination - Policy - Malawi
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95. MALAWI.Transport statistics 1997. - Zomba: National Statistical Office,
1998. -v,44p.; 30cm.
1. Transportation - Malawi - Statistics.
96. MALAWI. Population and family planning in Malawi: a community nexus
approach/Malawi Government. - {Lilongwe}: Malawi
Government/World/Bank, 1997. - 73p. ; 24cm.
1. Malawi - Population.
2. Birth Control - Malawi.
97. MALAWI. District specific survey, 1996: Zomba District. - Zomba:
National Statistical Office, 1996. - xi, {119} p. ; 30cm.
1. Zomba Distict - surveys, 1996.
98. MALAWI: knowledge, attitudes and practices in health survey, 1996. -
Zomba: National Statistical Office, 1997. - xvi, 194p. ;
30cm.
1. Health Survey - Malawi
2. Public Health - Malawi
99. MALAWI. Malawi population census 1966: final report. - reprinted ed.-
Zomba: National Statistical Office 2001. - xvix, 142p. ;
30cm.
1. Malawi - Census, 1966.
100. MALAWI. National Statistical Office. 1999 Africa statistical day special
report 18th November, 1999 - Zomba: Nationala
Statistical Office, 1999. - 19p. ; 30 em.
1. Malawi - Statistical Services.
101. MALAWI. 1998 population and housing census: report of preliminary
results - Zomba: National Statistical Office, 1998. -iv,
37p.; 30cm.
1. Malawi - Census, 1998.
24320 Political Science
102.AGOSTONI,Tarcisio. Kuvotera ndi chisankhofTarcisioAgostoni; trans-
lated by Canossian Sisters. - Balaka: Montfort Media,
1999. - 32p. ; 15cm. - (Maphunziro a Demokalase 5).
1. Electioneering- Malawi
103. AGOSTON I, Tarcisio. Mfundo za demokalasefTarcisio Agostoni; traslat-
ed by Canossian Sisters. - Balaka: Montfort Media, 1998.
- 40p. ; 15cm. - (Maphunziro a Demokalase 3)
1. Democracy - Malawi
104.AGOSTONI, Tarcisio.Tsogolo la demokalasel TarcisioAgostoni; trans-
lated by Canossian Sisters. - Balaka: Montfort Media,
1998. - 32p. ; 15cm. -. (Mabuku a Maphunziro a
Demokalase 2).
1. Democracy - Malawi
105.AGOSTONI, Tarcisio. Zipani za ndalel TarcisioAgostoni, translated by
Canossian Stisters. - Balaka: Montfort Media, 1999. -
24p. ; 15cm. - (Maphunziro a Demokalase 6)
1. Democracy - Malawi.
106. CAIRNS, James .L. ... et al. Kawe pane nkhatose: visambizgo
vyakuzenga muwuso wa 'Democracy' m'maboma
ghamuvikaya/ likalembeka na James L. Cairns, S.
Dameda, N.J.G. Chilinda, AH.C. Mkandawire. - Balaka:
Montfort Missionaries, 1996. - 35p. ; 30cm
1. Democracy - Malawi
107. CENTRE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND REHABILITATION. Human
rights: simplified graphical view of human rights in
Malawi. - Lilongwe: Centre for Human Rights and
Rehabilitation,{2000}. - 25p. ; 21em.
1. Human Rights - Malawi
108. CENTRE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND REHABILITATION. Ufulu wa
chibadwidwe wa munthu: kufotokoza za ufulu wa anthu
ku Malawi. - Lilongwe: Centre for Human Rights and
Rehabilitation, {2000}. - 25p. ; 21em.
1. Human Rights - Malawi
25109. COMMONWEALTH PARLIAMENTARYASSOCIATION.Biographiesof
delegates, obsevers and officers attending the eightenth
Commonwealth Parliamentary Conference, Malawi,
1972. - {Lilongwe}: Commonwealth Parliamentary
Association (Malawi), 1972. 80p. ; 16cm
1. Commonwealth ParliamentaryAssociation-Biography
110.DAMBULA, George S. Gwira mpini kwacha2: maphunziroa chisankho:
buku la alangizi/George S. Dambula. - Lilongwe: Public
Affairs Committee, 1999.- iii, 46p. ; 29cm.
1. Elections- Malawi- 1999.
111.DEMOCRATIZATIONin Malawi: a stocktaking/edited by Kings M. Phiri
and Kenneth R. Ross. - Blantyre: Christian Literature
Assosication in Malawi, 1998.- 400p. ; 21em. - (Kachere
Book No.4).
1. Democracy - Malawi
112. MALAWI. The constitution of the Republic of Malawi. - Zomba; The
Government Printer,{1999}. - 95p. ; 25cm.
1. Malawi - Constitution - 1999
113. MALAWI. Constitution of the Republic of Malawi. - Lilongwe: National
Democraic Institute, 1999.- 57p. ; 30cm
1. Malawi - Constitution - 1999
114. MALAWI CONGRESS PARTY. Manifesto 1993/ Malawi Congress Party.
- Lilongwe: MCP, 1993. - 77p. ; 21em.
1. Malawi - Politics and Government - 1992
2. Malawi Congress Party.
115. MALAWI CONGRESS PARTY. Manifesto 1999: reconciliation, recon-
struction and development! Malawi Congress Party. -
{Lilongwe}: Malawi Congress Party, 1999. - 48p. ; 20cm.
1. Malawi - Politics and Government - 1999.-
2. Malawi Congress Party
116. MALAWI ELECTORAL COMMISSION. Chisankho cha aphungu ndi
cha pulezide~ti.- Blantyre: Malawi Electoral Commision, 1994. - 14p. ,21cm.
1. Elections - Malawi - 1994
117. MALAWI ELECTORAL COMMISSION. 1999 Parliamentary and presi-
dential elections report/Malawi Electoral Commission. -
Zomba: The Government Printer, 1999. - i, 22p. ; 21em.
1. Elections - Malawi - 1999
26118. MALAWI ELECTORAL COMMISSION. Towards 2000 local govern-
ment elections: an agenda for action/Malawi Electoral
Commission. - Zomba: The Government Printer, {1999}.
- 11p.; 21cm.
1.Elections- Malawi- 2000
119.MALAWIHUMANRIGHTS RESOURCE CENTRE.Annual report 1999.
- {Lilongwe: The Malawi Human Rights Resource
Centre} 1999. - 15p.; 30cm.
1. Human Rights- Malawi
120. MALAWI HUMAN RIGHTS RESOURCE CENTRE. Ufulu ndi udindo
kwa anthu a ku Africa: pangano la mu Africa la ufulu wa
chibadwidwe ndi wa anthu. - Lilongwe: Malawi Human
Rights ResourceCentre, {2000}. - 12p. ; 16cm.
1. Human Rights - Africa
121. MALAWI HUMAN RIGHTS RESOURCE CENTRE. Ufulu wachibad-
widwe wokhazikitsidwa ndi maiko (MOPAZA)/Bungwe
losamala za Ufulu wa Chibadwidwe m'Malawi; lotan-
thauzidwa ndi Louis J. Chimango. - Lilongwe: Human
Rights Resource Centre, {1999}. - 26p. ; 15cm.
1. Human Rights - Malawi
122. MALAWI PARLIAMENT.National Assembly standing orders. - Zomba:
Malawi Parliment, 1994. - 22p. ; 30cm.
1. Parliamentary Practice - Malawi
123. MALAWI's second democratic elections: process, problems and
prospects/edited by Martin OU ... et al. - Blantyre:
Christian LiteratureAssociation in Malawi, 2000. - 227p.
; 21cm. - (Kachere Series No. 10).
- ISBN: 99908 -16 - 15 - 8
1. Elections - Malawi - 1999
2. Democracy- Malawi
124. MULUZI, Bakili. Democracy with a price: the history of Malawi since
1900/ Bakili Muluzi ... et al. - Blantyre: Jhango
Heinemann, 1999.- xii, 212p. ; 20cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 45
- 11-5.
1. Malawi - Politics and Government - 1992 -
2. Malawi - History - 1992
27125. MULUZI, Bakili. The road ahead: state of the nation address by His
Excellency the President Dr. Bakili Muluzi on the occas-
sion of the opening of the budget meetingof Parliament,
Tuesday 5th March, 1996.- Zomba: Government Printer,
1996. - 27p. ; 30cm.
1. Speeches, Addresses etc.
126. O'MA'ILLE, Padraig. Living dangerously; a memoir of political change
in Malawi/ Padraig O'Ma'ilie. - Blantyre: Christian
LiteratureAssociation in Malawi, 2000. -x, 189p. ; 21cm.
- (Kachere Book No. 11).- ISBN: 99908 - 16 - 21 - 2
1. Malawi- PoliticsandGovernment - 1992
2. Malawi - History
127. PHIRI, Kings M. Parliamentary constituencies of the Republic of
Malawi; map No4/ produced by Kings M. Phiri.- Zomba:
Kachere Series, 1998. - 1 sheet; 42cm.
1. Malawi Constituencies - Maps.
2. Malawi- PoliticsandGovernment - 1992 -
128. PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE. Gwira mpini kwacha 2: civic and
voters education on local and general elections: a train-
ers manual/prepared by PAC. - Lilongwe: The Public
Affairs Committee, 1998. - 43p. ; 29cm.
1. Elections - Malawi.
129. ROSS, Kenneth R. Udindo wonse wolamulira ndi wa Mulungu: kulin-
galira ndi kuganizira za boma ndi ndale za Malawi wat-
sopano/Kenneth R. Ross ndi Fulata L. Moyo. - Zomba:
Department of Theology and Religious Studies, 1995. -
9p; 21cm.
1.Malawi- PoliticsandGovernment - 1992 -
130.SCHOFFELEERS, Matthew. In Search of truth and justice: confronta-
tions between Church and State in Malawi 1960 -
1994/Matthew Schoffeleers. - Reprinted ed. - Blantyre:
Christian Literature Association in Malawi, 1999. - 383p.
; 21cm. - (Kachere Series No.8) ISBN: 99908 - 16 -
19 - 0
1. Democracy - Malawi - Religious Aspects.
28131. UNITED DEMOCRATIC FRONT. Eradicating poverty our goal: mani-
festo of the United Democratic Front, 1999. - {Blantyre}:
UDF, 1999.- 102p. ; 30cm
1. Malawi - Politics and Government- 1992-
2. UnitedDemocratic Front- Manifesto
132.WAKUTUNDULIKAna mlanduwakukoma munthu na wanangwa wake.
- Blantyre: Malawi CARER, 1999. - 24p. ; 21em.
1. Human Rights - Malawi
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133. COMMERCIAL BANK OF MALAWI. Annual report and account
1997/Commercial Bank of Malawi. - Blantyre: The Bank,
1998. - 40p. ; 30cm.
1. Commercial Bank of Malawi
134. COMMERCIAL BANK OF MALAWI. Chairman's report and accounts
for the year ended 30th December 1996/Commercial
Bank of Malawi Limited. - Blantyre: The Bank, 1997. -
1. Commercial Bank of Malawi
135. MALAWI. Actual expenditure on development account for 1998/99
financial year/Malawi Government. - Zomba:
Government Printer, 1998. - iv, 350p. ; 30cm. - (Budget
Document No. 4B).
1. Malawi-Appropriations and expenditures-Forecasting.
136. MALAWI.Actual expenditure on recurrent account for 1998/99financial
year/Malawi Government. - Zomba: Government Printer,
1998. - vol. 1: viii. 843p. ; 30cm. - (Budget Document
No.4).
1. Malawi - Appropriations and Expenditures - Forecasting
137. MALAWI.Approved and revised estimates of expenditure on develop-
mentaccountfor the financial year 1998/99as laid before
parliament on 30th June, 1999/Malawi Government. -
Zomba: Government Printer, 1999. - iii, 407p. ; 30cm. -
(Budget Document No.3).
1. Malawi -Appropriations and Expenditure - Forecasting
29138. MALAWI.Approved estimates of expenditure on development account
for the financial year .../Malawi Government, - Zomba:
Government Printer, (Budget Document No.2).
1991/92. - xvii, 267p. ; 29cm
1992/93. - xvi, 252p.; 29cm
1993/94. - xviii, 257p. ; 29cm.
1994/95. - xviii, 262p. ; 29cm.
1997/98. - xxx, 266p.; 29cm
1. Malawi -Appropriations and Expenditure- Forecasting
139 MALAWI.Approved estimatesof expenditureon revenueaccountfor the
year .../Malawi Government. - Zomba: Government
Printer, (Budget Document No.1).
1990/91. - xxxvi, 353p. ; 29cm
1991/92. - xxxxii, 419p ; 29cm
1996/97. - xi, 625p. ; 29cm
199V98.-498p. ; 29cm.
1. Malawi - Appropriations and Expenditure - Forecasting
141. MALAWI.
Budget and performance report on treasury funds .../Malawi
Government. - Zomba: Government Printer.
1991/92. - xiii, 113p.; 30cm
1992/93. - xiii, 120p. ; 30cm
1994/95. - xvi, 115p.; 30cm
1997/98. - xvi, 111p.; 30cm
1. Malawi -Appropriations and Expenditure- Forecasting
2. Finance, public - Malawi - Accounting
Detailed tables for poverty profile of Malawi 1998:from the
poverty analysis of theMalawi intergratedhouseholdsur-
vey 1997 - 98/National Economic Council, Poverty
Monitoring Sy~tem. - rev.ed. - Lilongwe: The Council, 2000.-131p. ,30cm.
1. Malawi - Economic conditions
2. Poor - Malawi
140. MALAWI.
142. MALAWI. Draft estimates of expenditureon recurrentand development
account for the financial year 2000/2001/Malawi
Government: .- Zomba: Government Printer, 2000.
Vol. 1: viii, 568p. ;21x29cm
Vol. 2: viii, 569 -1897p. ; 21x29cm
Vol. 3 : viii, 1898 - 3236p. ; 21x29cm
Vol. 4 ; viii, 3237 - 4446p. ; 21x29cm
Vol. 5 : viii, 4447 - 4785p. ; 21x29cm
1. Malawi -Appropriations and Expenditure- Forecasting
2. Finance, Public - Malawi
30143. MALAWI. Estimates of expenditure on development account for the
financial year ... as laid before Parliament .../Malawi
Government. - Zomba: Government Printer, (Budget
Document No.2).
1991/92.- 227p. ; 30cm
1994/95.- 229p. ; 30cm
1997/98.- xvii, 258p. ; 30cm
1998/99.- ii, 613p. ; 30cm
1. Malawi - Appropriations and Expenditures - Forecasting
144. MALAWI.Estimates of expenditure on recurrent account for the finan-
cial year ... as laid before Parliament .../Malawi
Government. - Zomba: Government Printer, (Budget
Document No.1)
1992/93.- 465p. ; 30cm
1994/95.- 504p. ; 30cm
199V98.-653p. ; 29cm
1998/99. - 1331p. ; 29cm
1. Malawi-Appropriationsand Expenditures-Forecasting
145. MALAWI. Financial statement .../Malawi Government. - Zomba:
Government Printer, (Budget Document No.3). -
1995/96; 1998/99. - 49p. ; 29cm.
1. Financial Statements - Malawi
146. MALAWI. First supplementary estimates of expenditure on revenue
account in respect of 1998 / 99/Malawi Govenrnment. -
Zomba: Government Printer, 1998. - {4}p. ; 30cm.
1. Malawi - Appropriations and Expenditure - Forecasting
147. MALAWI. MINISTRY OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN'S AFFAIRS AND
COMMUNITY SERVICES. Situation analysis of poverty
in Malawi. - Lilongwe. United Nations in Malawi, 1993. -
xxii, 209p. ; 30cm.
1. Poverty - Economic Conditions
148.MALAWI.NATIONALECONOMICCOUNCIL.The dynamics ofthe rural
labour market in Malawi/report prepared by Evious
Zgovu. - Lilongwe: National Economic Council, Poverty
and Social Policy Division in conjunction with Rural
Economic Policy Centre, 2000. -xx, 115p.; 30cm.
1. Labour Supply - Malawi
31149. MALAWI. NATIONAL ECONOMIC COUNCIL. Macroeconomic perfor-
mance in 1997 and prospects for 1998. - Lilongwe:
National Economic Council, 1998. - 33p. ; 30cm -
(Supplementary Budget Document No.4)
1. Malawi - Economic Conditions'
150. MALAWI.National sample survey of agriculture 1992/93,vol. iv: Social
dimensions of adjustment, modules A and B
report/Malawi Government. - Zomba: National Statistical
Office,{1994}. - 563p. ; 28cm.
1.Agriculture - Malawi
151. MALAWI. 1997/98 development actual estimates/Malawi Government.
- Zomba: Government Printer, (Budget Document
No. 3A) 1997/98.- ii, 121p. ; 29cm.
1.Malawi-Appropriationsand Expenditures-Forecasting
152. MALAWI. 1997/98 recurrent actual estimates/Malawi Government. -
Zomba: Government Printer, 1997. -x, 184p. ; 30cm . -
(Budget Document No.2 A).
1. Malawi -Appropriation and Expenditure- Forecasting
153. MALAWI. Office of the Presidentand Cabinet. Economic Planningand
Development. Mid - year economic review - Zomba.
Government Printer,
1991 - 1992,41p. ; 24cm.
1992 - 1993, 47p. ; 24cm
1993 - 1994,43p. ; 24cm.
1994 - 1995, 43p. ; 24cm.
1. Malawi - Economic Conditions
154. MALAWI. Profile of poverty in Malawi integrated household survey,
1997/98/National Economic Council, Poverty Monitoring
System. - rev. ed. - Lilongwe: The Council, 2000. - 11Op.
; 30cm.
1. Malawi - Economic Conditions
2. Poor - Malawi
155. NATIONAL BANK OF MALAWI. Annual report and accounts 31st
December 1998/NationalBank of Malawi.- Blantyre:The
Bank, 1999. -28p.~30cm.
1. National Bank of Malawi
32156. RESERVEBANKOF MALAWI.Reportand accounts for the year ended
31st December 1997/Reserve Bank of Malawi. -
Lilongwe:The Bank, 1997. - 70p. ; 25cm.
1. Reserve Bank of Malawi
157.WHEN maize and tobacco are not enough: a. Church study of Malawi's
agro-economy/edited by Peggy Owens. - Blantyre:
Christian LiteratureAssociation in Malawi, 1997. - 63p. ;
21cm. - (Kachere text; No 3 and CTPI Occasional paper;
No. 40) ISBN 99908 - 16 - 01 - 8
1.Agriculture - EconomicAspects - Malawi
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158. CENTRE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND REHABILITATION.A guide to
the Constitution of Malawi. - Lilongwe: CHRR, 1997
15p. ; 24cm.
1. Malawi - Constitution.
159. CENTRE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND REHABILITATION. Kumanya
ndondomekoya Malawi. - Lilongwe:CHRR, 1997 iii, 19p.
; 26cm.
1. Malawi - Constitution
160. CENTRE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND REHABILITATION. Malamulo
oyendetsera dziko. kabuku kofotokozera. - Lilongwe:
CHRR, (1997) 22p. ; 20cm.
1. Malawi - Connstitution.
161. IN search of justice: women and the administration of justice in Malawi.
- Blantyre: Dzuka, for Women and Law in Southern Africa
Research Trust, Malawi, 2000. - x, 124p. ; 21cm. - ISBN:
99908 - 19 - 69 - 3
1. Women - Legal Status, Laws, etc - Malawi
162. LAW and inheritance and Succession matters. - Limbe; Women and
Law in Southern.Africa Research Trust (Malawi Office),
{1999}. - 10p. ; 20cm
1. Inheritance and Succession (Laws) - Malawi
163. MAKHOTIna imwe. - Blantyre: Malawi CARER, 1999. - 23p. ; 21cm.
1. Courts - Malawi
33164. MAKHOTI ndi inu. - Blantyre: Malawi CARER, 1999. - 23p. ; 21cm.
1. Courts - Malawi
165. MALAMULO okhudzana ndikagawidwe ka chuma chamasiye. - Limbe:
Women and Law in Southern Africa Research Trust
(Malawi Office), {1999). 0 10p. ; 20cm
1. Inheritance and Succession (Laws) Malawi
166. MALAWI. Department of Forestry. A guide to the Forestry Act
1997/Department of Forestry - Lilongwe: EU Social
Forestry Project, 1998. - xi, 44p. ; 30cm
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi
167. MALAWI. Final report of the Presidential Commission of Inquiry on
Land Policy reform vol I: main report to His Excellency
the President of the Republic of Malawi/Malawi
Government. - Lilongwe: Land Policy Reform
Commissiion, 1999,viii, 171p. ; 30cm
1. Land Reform - Malawi
168. MALAWI. Final report of the PresidentialCommission of inquiryon land
policy reforms vol II: method of work to His Excellency
the President of the Republic of Malawi/ Malawi
Government. - Lilongwe: Land Policy Reform
Commission. 1999. - various pagination,30cm.
1. Land Reform - Malawi
169. MALAWI Presidential Commission of Inquiry on land polic~ reformvol.
III: technical services to His Excellency the Presidentof
the Republic of Malawi/Malawi Government. - Lilongwe.
Land Policy Reform Commission 1999. - xxix, various
pagination, 30cm.
1. Land Reform - Malawi
170. MALAWI. Parliament. Malango gha charu cha Malawi/Malawi
Parliament. - Zomba: The Parliament, 1995. - 107p. ;
30cm - Tumbuka version of the Constitution of the
Republic of Malawi.
1. Malawi - Constitutional Law
171. MALAWI LAWCOMMISSION. Law commission reporton reviewof the
penal code. - Zomba: Government Printer,2000. - 125p.
; 25cm.
1. Criminal Law - Malawi
34350 Public Administration
172. DONOR directory of development assistance for Non - Governmental
Organisations in Malawi/edited by Angela Zamaere and
Chris Osler, - Blantyre.CONGOMA,1998.- viii, 45p. ;
28cm.
1 Capitalists and Financiers - Directories
2. Non-GovernmentalOrganisations-Malawi-Directories
Department of Agriculture Extension and Training. Staff
structure and job description/Malawi Goverment,
Department of Agricultural Extension and Training. -
Lilongwe:the Department, 1998. - (132 leaves, 30cm
1. Department of Agricultural Extension and Training -
Job Description.
174. MALAWI. Final report of the President Commission of inquiry on land
policy reform under the Chairmanship of Mr. Patrick M.
Said, Vol I: main report to His Excellecy the President of
Malawi/Malawi Government. - Lilongwe: The Commi-
ssion, 1999. - viii, 171p. ; 29cm
1. Land Reform - Malawi
173. MALAWI.
175. MALAWI. OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT AND CABINET. DEPART-
MENT OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT. Government of Malawi management
handbook. - Lilongwe: Office of the President and
Cabinet, 2000. - 16p. ; 22cm.
1. Civil service - Malawi
176. MALAWI. OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT AND CABINET. DEPART-
MENT OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT. A Personnel audit report on Malawi
Civil Service, - Lilongwe: Department of Human
Resource Managementand Development, 1998.- (72)p.
; 30cm.
1. Malawi - Officials and Employees
2. Civil service - Malawi
360 Social Services: Associations
177. BANJA LA MTSOGOLO. Annual report 1999/Banja la Mtsogolo. -
Blantyre: BLM, 1999 - 16p. ; 29cm.
1. Medical Care - Malawi
35178. BLANTYRE WATER BOARDAnnual report and statement of accounts
for the year ended 21st March, 1997.1BlantyreWater
Board. - Blantyre:The Board, 1997 - 33p. ; 28cm.
1. Blantyre - Water Supply
2. Blantyre Water Board
179. BLANTYRE WATER BOARD Annual report 1995/96/Blantyre Water
Board - Blantyre:The Board, 1996. - 25p. ; 25cm.
1. Blantyre - Water Supply
2. Blantyre Water Board
180. CHURCH OF CENTRAL AFRICA PRESBYTERIAN. Blantyre Synod
Project Office. Annual report 1998.- Blantyre: Church of
Central Africa Presbyterian, 1998. - vi, {15}; 30cm.
1. Church Development Projects- Malawi
181. DAPP in Malawi: an association within the international humana peo-
ple to people movement, year report for 1996: director's
report. - Blantyre: Development Aid from People to
Peolpe, 1996
21p. ; 30cm
1. EconomicAssistance - Malawi
182. ELECTRICITY SUPPLY COMMISSION OF MALAWI. 1996/97Annual
report and statement of accounts and auditors reRortfor
the year ended 31st March, 1997/Electricity Supply
Commission of Malawi. - Blantyre: The Commission,
1997 50. ; 30cm.
1. Electric Power Systems- Malawi
2. Electricity Supply Commission of Malawi
183. LILONGWEWATERBOARD.Annual reportand statementof accounts
for the year ended ...ILilongwe Water Board. - Lilongwe:
The Board,
1990.-22p. ; 29cm
1991. - 22p. ; 29cm
1992. - 23p. ; 29cm
1993. - 34p. ; 29cm
1995. - 24p. ; 29cm
1996. - 35p. ; 29cm
1. Lilongwe - Water Supply
2. Lilongwe Water Board
184. MALAWI.Annual reportof the Registrarof Insurancefor the year ended
31st December, 1993/Malawi Government. - Zomba:
Government Printer, 1995. - xxii, 101p. ; 30cm
1. Insurance - Malawi
36185. MALAWI.Survey of the handcapped persons: Malawi, 1983. - reprint-
ed ed. - Zomba: National Statisticical Office, 2001. - v,
68p. ; 30cm
1. Handicapped - Malawi
186. MALAWI COUNCIL FOR THE HANDICAPPED. Annual report for the
year ended 30th June, 1999/Malawi Council for the
Handicapped. - Blantyre Limbe: The Council, 199. - 29p.
; 30cm.
1. Handicapped - Malawi
187. MALAWI RED CROSS SOCIETY. Hope to those in need. - Lilongwe:
Malawi Red Cross Society,{2000}. - {12}p. ; 21cm.
1. Charities - Malawi
2. Malawi Red Cross Society
188. MALAWIsocial indicators survey 1995: a survey of the state of health,
nutrition, sanitation and education of children. -
{Lilongwe}: Ministry of Economic Planning and
Developemt, 1996.- xv, 121p. ; 30cm
1. Social Surveys - Malawi
370 Education
189. HAUYA,Roy,J. R.Basiceducation in Malawi: objectives, problems and
prospectives / Roy J. R. Hauya and Jonathan J.
Makuwira - Blantyre: Dzuka Publishing Company, 1996 -
119p.;21cm - (Dzuka Education Foundation Series)
1. Education - Malawi
190.JEANES Memorial Centre: a project to commemorate seventy years of
Domasi as a centre for national and international efforts
and innovationsfor quality education in Malawi-Domasi:
Malawi Instituteof Education, 1998 - xii, 34p.; 29cm
1. Education - Malawi
191. KGATHI, Gosaitse L. Jhango religious and moral education for junior
secondary form 1/ Gosaitse L. Kgathi . . . et al.; adapted
for Malawi by Lucy Chikungu-Kapito. - Blantyre: Jhango
Heinemann,2000 - 160p.;25cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 45 - 29
- 7
1. Moral Education - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
2. ReligiousEducation - Study and Teaching(Secondary)
37192. KGATHI, Gosaitse L. Jhango religious and moral education for junior
secondary form 2/ Gosaitse L. Kgathi . . . et al.; adapted
for Malawi by Lucy Chikhungu-Kapito.- Blantyre:Jhango
Heinemann, 2000 - 160p.;25cm. - ISBN: 99908- 45 - 30
- 1
1. Moral Education - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
2. Religious Education- Study andTeaching(Secondary)
193. MALAWI INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION. From Jeanes Training Centre
to Malawi Institute of Education 1928 - 1998: a working
paper on a project to establish Jeanes Memorial Centre
to commemorate 70 years of Domasi as a centre for
national and international efforts and innovatingfor qual-
ity education in Malawi - Domasi: Malawi Institute of
Education, 1998 - 33p.; 28cm
1. Education - Malawi
194. MALAWI INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION. From Jeanes Training Centre
to Malawi Instituteof Education 1928- 1998:a projectto
establish Jeanes Memorial Centre at Malawi Institute of
Education - Domasi: Malawi Institute of Education, 1998
iv, 22 leaves, 30cm
1. Education - Exhibitions and Museums - Malawi
195. MALAWI. Malawi primary community school project / Government of
Malawi - Lilongwe: The British Council, 1996 - 27p.;
28cm
1. Education, Primary - Malawi
196. MIK, Joke. A career guide for Malawi / Joke Mik. - Zomba: Inset
Publications,1996- 84p.;28cm.- ISBN:99908- 37- 13-9.
1. Vocational Guidance - Malawi
197. UNIVERSITY OF MALAWI. Centre for Language Studies. Towards a
national policy for education: proceedings of a National
Symposium on language policy formulation held at Sun
'n' Sand, Mangochi, 7 - 11 March, 1999 / edited by
Gregory H. Kamwendo, Alfred Mtenje. - Zomba:
University of Malawi, Centrefor LanguageStudies, 1999
- 125p.;21cm
1. Language and Education- Malawi
2. Education - Malawi - Policy
38380 Commerce, Communication and Transport
198. AIR Malawi Limited and subsidiary company: accounts 31 March, 1994
- Blantyre: Air Malawi, 1994 - 22p.; 30cm
1. Air Lines - Malawi
2. Air Malawi
199. MALAWI. Annual external trade report 1995 and 1996 - Zomba:
National Statistical Office, 1997-xxxii, 51p.; 30cm
1. Malawi - Commerce
200. MALAWITourismreport. - Blantyre: Departmentof Tourism in conjunc-
tion with the National Statistics Office in Zomba
1985/94-vii, 20p.; 19 x 27cm
1985/86 - vi, 19p.; 19 x 27cm
1986/87 - vi, 19p.; 19 x 27cm
1987/88 - vi, 19p.; 19 x 27cm
1991/92 - vi, 19p.; 19 x 27cm
1.TouristTrade - Malawi
201. SOUTHERN AFRICA DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY. Transport and
Communications, Lilongwe, Malawi, 1- 3 February, 1995
- Lilongwe: SADC, 1995. - v, 381,1995
1.Transportation - Malawi
2. Telecommunication - Malawi
390 Customs and Folklore
202. BANDA 1906 - 1997: end of an era, commemorative maganize.
Blantyre: Nation Publications Ltd, 1997. Various
Pagination, 30cm .
1. Funeral Rites and Ceremonies - Malawi
203. CENTRE FORTREATMENTAND REHABILITATIONOF VICTIMS OF
TORTURE (CTRVT) A pre - investigation survey report
on torture victims and their families in the Southern and
Northern Regions (Blantyre, Zomba, Mangochi, Mzimba,
Nkhata- Bay and Karonga Districts. - Lilongwe: CTRVT,
1998 - 9 leaves; 30cm
1. TortureVictims - Malawi
204. CHAKANZA, J. Chaphadzika. Wisdom of the people: 2000 Chinyanja
proverbs/ J. C. Chakanza.- Blantyre: Christian Literature
Association in Malawi, 2000. - 469p.; 21cm - (Kachere
Book No. 13).-ISBN: 99908 -16 - 37 - 9
1. Proverbs, Chichewa
39400 Languages
205. UNIVERSITY OF MALAWI. Centre for Languages Studies. Local lan-
guages in education, science and technology: proceed-
ings of the second national symposium on languagepol-
icy formulation held at San 'n' Sand, Mangochi, 25 - 28
October, 2000 / edited by Joachim Friedrich Pfaffe -
Zomba: University of Malawi, Centre for Language
Studies, 2000 - 285p.;21em.ISNB:99908- 69- 03- 0
1.LanguageandEducation-Malawi
2. Language Policy - Malawi
420 English Language
206. AKABWAY,Stephen B . . . et. al. Malawi junior secondary integrated
English: students book 1/Stephen B. Akabway .. et al;
Macmillan Malawi edition by the project team of Moira
Chimombo and Isabel Mandalasi. - Blantyre: Macmillan
Malawi, 2000 -viii, 176p.;25cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 44 - 44
-5
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
207. AKABWAY, Stephen B. . . et al. Malawi junior secondary integrated
English:students book2 / Stephen B.Akabway . . . et al;
Macmillan Malawi edition by the project team of Moira
Chimombo and Isabel Mandalasi. - Blantyre: Macmillan
Malawi, 2000 -vii, 206p.; 25cm.- ISBN: 99908 - 44 - 56 -
9
1. English Language - $tudy and Teaching
208. AKABWAY, Stephen B. . .et al. Malawi junior secondary integrated
English:teacher's book 1/ Stephen B.Akabway . . .et al;
Macmillan Malawi edition adapted by the project team of
Moira Chimombo and Isabel Mandalasi. - Blantyre:
Macmillan Malawi, 2000 - 122p.;22cm- ISBN:99908-
44-45-3
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
209. AKABWAY, Stephen. B. . .et al. Malawi junior secondary integrated
English:teacher's book 2 / Stephen B.Akabway . . . et al;
Macmillan Malawi edition adapted by the project team of
Moira Chimombo and Isabel Mandalasi. - Blantyre:
Macmillan Malawi, 2000 - 116p.;22cm- ISBN:99908-
44- 57- 1
1.EnglishLanguage - StudyandTeaching
40210. BRENNON, Pat. New secondary English: student's book 1 / Pat
Brennon .. .et al. - rev. ed. - Blantyre: Longman Malawi,
2000 - 156p.;24cm - ISBN: 99908 - 63 - 00 - 8
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
211. CHILORA, Henry. . . et. al. Activities with English for Malawi: pupil's
book 3 / Henry Chilora, Hartford Mchazime, Felix Mwale,
Wales Mwanza. - Blantyre: Macmillan, 1996 -viii, 128p.;
23cm. - (Malawi Primary Education). -ISBN: 99908 - 44 -
36- 4
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
212. CHILORA, Henry.G. .. et al. Activities with English: pupils' book for
standard 3 / H. G. Chilora, P. J. Khomani, H. S.
Mchazime. - Blantyre: Macmillan. 1998 - iii, 148p.; 24cm.
- (Malawi Primary Education)
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
213. CHILORA, Henry. . . et al. Activities with English for Malawi: pupils'
book 4 / Henry Chilora, Hartford Mchazime, Felix Mwale,
Wales Mwanza - Blantyre: Macmillan Malawi, 1996 - vi,
130p.;23cm - ISBN: 99908 - 44 - 32- 2
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
214. CHILORA, Henry.G. . . et. al. Activities with English: pupils' book for
standard 5 / H. G. Chilora, P. J. Khomani, H. S.
Mchazime, F. Mwale - Blantyre: Macmillan Malawi, 1998
- iii, 149p.; 24cm - (Malawi Primary Education) - ISBN:
99908 -24 -63 -0
1. English Language - Study and Teaching.
215. CHILORA, Henry G . . . et. al Activities with English pupils' book for
standard 7/ H. G. Chilora, G. Mandalasi, E. V. pasanje -
Blantyre: Macmillan Malawi, 1998- iii, 197p.;21cm
ISBN: 99908 - 24 - 77 - 0
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
216. CHIMOMBO, Moira. Putting pen to paper paper: a secondary school
writing course for African schools book 1/ Moira
Chimombo - Zomba: Chancellor College Publications,
1999 -ISBN: 99908 - 51 -11 - 5
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
41217. CHINODYA, Shimmer. Step ahead secondary English: J. C. teachers'
guide / Shimmer Chinodya. - Blantyre: Longman Malawi,
2001 -x, 86p.; 24cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 63 - 13 - x
1.English Language - Study and Teaching
218. CHINODYA, Shimmer. Step ahead secondary English: student's book
1 / Shimmer Chinodya. - Blantyre: Longman Malawi,
2000 - 168p.;24cm - ISBN: 99908 - 63 - 02 - 4
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
219. CHINODYA, Shimmer. Step ahead secondary Englishstudent's book2
/ Shimmer Chinodya. - Blantyre: Longman Malawi, 2001
- 146p.;24cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 63 - 27 - x
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
220. HOWSE - CHISALE, C. N. . . . et al Activities with Englishpupil's book
for standard 8/ C. N. Howse - Chisale, M.J. Iphani, R.B.
Kamwendo, G. H. Zembani. - Blantyre: Macmillan
Malawi, 1998 - iii, 180p.; 21cm. - (Malawi Primary
Education). - ISBN: 99908 - 44 - 79 - 7
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
221. IPHANI, Max. Exploring English book 1/MaxIphaniand Kate Barclay .-
Lilongwe: Maneno, 2000 - 144p.; 25cm.- (Junior
Secondary English for Malawi).
1. English Language - Study and Teaching.
222. IPHANI, M.J. . . et. al. Activities with English: pupils' bookfor standard
6 / M. J. Iphani, D. B. Makala, H. J. Mchazime, E. V.
Pasanje. - Blantyre: Macmillan Malawi, 1998 - iii, 167p.;
24cm. - (Malawi Primary Education) - ISBN: 99908 - 24 -
57 - 6
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
223. JIKA, Kingsley. MSCE and GCSE grammar: register, collocation and
lexis: topic-based multiple choice questions and
answers: vol. 1 / compiled by Kingsley Jika. - Zomba:
Chancellor College Publications,2000 -iii, 130p.;29cm-
ISBN: 99908 - 51 - 22 - 0
1. English Language - Grammar - Study and Teaching
224. KAPITAO - NGOZO, Rester. My first alphabet book / Rester Kapitao-
Ngozo and Egidio Mpanga. - Blantyre:DzukaPublishing
Company, 1999.-26p.;25cm.- ISBN: 99908 - 17 - 65 - 5
1. English Language - Alphabet
42225. MASSANA, Joseph M. Chichewa-English dictionary / Joseph M.
Massana. - Dowa:The Franciscans, 2000 - 112p.;20cm
1. English Language - Dictionaries - Chichewa
226. MTANTHAUZIRAMAWU wa Chinyanja / Chichewa: the first Chinyanja
/ Chichewa monolingualdictionary/ Centre for Language
Studies.- Blantyre:Dzuka PublishingCompany,2000. - x,
366p.; 22cm - ISBN: 99908 - 17 - 81 - 2
1. Chichewa Language - Dictionaries
227. NEW secondary English student's book 2 / Pat Brennan. . . et al. -
Blantyre: LongmanMalawi, 2001. - 156p.; 24cm. - ISBN:
99908 - 63 - 26 - 1
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
228. NEW secondary English for Malawi: teacher's guide for form 1 and
form 2 - Blantyre: Longman Malawi, 2001 - xx, 68p.;
24cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 63 - 11- 3
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
229. NOTE - MAKING: an MSCE English language guide for teachers and
students / edited by Moira Chimombo. - Zomba:
Chancellor College Publications, 1999. - iv, 110p.;21cm
1. English Language - Study and Teaching
230.TURNER,William Y.Tumbuka/ Tonga.- English and English -Tumbuka
/ Tonga dictionary, rev. ed. - Blantyre: Central Africana,
1996.-viii, 284p.; 21cm. -ISBN: 99908 - 14 - 14 - 7
1.Tumbuka Language-Dictionaries - English
2. English Language - Dictionaries - Tumbuka
3. Tonga Language - Dictionaries - English
4. English Language - Dictionaries - Tonga
440 French
231. SOKO, Boston J. Contes et legendes du Malawi / Boston J. Soko -
Zomba: Universite du Malawi,Department d' Etudes
Francaises, 1994- i, 25p.; 21cm
1. French Language - Study and Teaching
490 Other Languages
232. BANDA, Florida K. Jhango Chinyanja bukhu la aphunzitsi 1 ndi 2/
Florida K Banda ndi I. D. Zabuloni.- Blantyre: Jhango
Heinemann,2000 - iii, 32 p.; 30 em. -ISBN:99908-45-33-6
1. Chichewa Language - Study and Teaching
43233. BANDA, Florida K. Jhango Chinyanja, bukhu la fomu 11Florida K.
Banda ndi I. D. Zabuloni.- Blantyre: Jhango Heinemann,
2000 - viii, 175p; 25 cm.-ISBN: 99908 - 45 - 29 - 8
1. Chichewa Language - Study and Teaching
234. CHILAMBADZUKA, E. F.. . et. al. Chichewa Palira:bukhu lasitandade
41Olemba E. F. Chilambadzuka, N. Chinkota, R. E. M.
Kathewera.- Blantyre: Jhango Heinemann, 1995.-131p;
21cm.- (Maphunziro a msukulu za pulayimale
m'Malawi).-ISBN 99908 - 45 - 03 - 4
1. Chichewa Language - Study and Teaching
235. CHILAMBADZUKA, E. F. . . et. al. Kolola Chichewa: bukhu la ana a
m'standade 71 olemba E. F. Chalambadzuka, J. S.
Kaduya, W. E. Kanthunzi.- Blantyre:Jhango Heinemann,
1999- 102 p.; 21 cm. - (Maphunziro a m'sukuluza pulay-
imale m'Malawi).-ISBN 99908 - 45 - 15- 2
1. Chichewa Language - Study and Teaching
236. CHILORA, Henry G. Chinyanja: bukhu la ophunzira a fomu 1/H. G.
Chilora and R. E. M. Kathewera. - Blantyre: Dzuka
PublishingCompany,2000.- ix, 186p.24an.-ISBN: 99908
-17-77-4
1. Chichewa Language - Study and Teaching
237. HOWSE - CHISALE, Catherine N. Bukhu la Chinyanja la ophunzira a
fomu 1/Catherine N. Howse - Chisale,Amos M. Chauma
and Pascal J. Kishindo. - Blantyre: Longman Malawi,
2000, 108 p.; 24cm. - ISBN: - 99908 - 63 - 10 - 5
1. Chichewa Language - Study and Teaching
238. HOWSE - CHISALE, Catherine N. Bukhu la Chinyanja la ophunzira a
fomu 2 1 Catherine N. Howse - Chisale, Amos M.
Chauma ndi Pascal J. Kishindo. - Blantyre: Longman
Malawi; 2001 - 116p.;24cm- ISBN: 99908-63- 23- 7
1. Chichewa Language - Study and Teaching
239. KADUYA, J. S... et. al. Tuta: Chichewa bukhu la ana a m'sitandade
8/olemba J. S. Kaduya, W. M. Kanthunzi, R. E. M.
Kathewera. - Blantyre: Jhango Heinemann, 1999.-95p.;
21cm. - (Maphunziro a m'sukulu zapulayimale m'Malawi)
ISBN: 99908 -45 - 16 - 0
1. Chichewa Language - Study and Teaching
44240.KAMWENDO,A. . . et. al. Kwezera: Chichewa bukhu la sitandade 5/
olemba A. Kamwendo, R. E. M. Kathewera, H. Y.
Mateche, N. P.C. Mtchini. - Blantyre: Macmillan Malawi,
1999 - 110p; 21cm.- (Maphunziro a msukulu za pulayi-
male m'Malawi
1. Chichewa Language - Study and Teaching
241. KATHEWERA,R. E. M. .. et. al. Senga: Chichewa bukhu la ana a m'si-
tandade 6/ olemba R. E. M. Kathewera, B. K. Kawale, H.
Y. Mateche.- Blantyre,Jhango Heinmann, 1999. - 116p.;
24cm. - (Maphunziro a m'sukulu za pulayimale
m'Malawi).- ISNB: 99908 - 45 - 14 - 4
1. Chichewa Language - Study and Teaching
242. MALAWI INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION. Sosa buku 1/ Malawi Institute
of Education.- Blantyre:Jhango Heinemann, 1995,87p.;
24cm. - (Maphunziro a msukulu za pulayimale
m'Malawi).- ISBN: 99908 - 45 - OO-x
1. Chichewa Language - Study and Teaching
243. NKHOMA, Wisdom Akuzike, Kuphunzira Chinyanja/Wisdom Akuzike
Nkhoma. - Zomba: Chancellor College Publications,
1999. - viii, 213p.; 21cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 51 - 08 - 5
1. Chichewa Language - Grammar.
500 Natural Sciences (Pure Sciences)
244, MULAGA, Ellen. Malawi
d
'unior secondary integrated science/ Ellen
Mulag,a an ,Derek. McMonagle:-Blantyre: Macmillan
MalaWI, 2000 - IV,235p., 28 cm.- ISBN. 99908 - 44 . 49 - 6
1. Science - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
245. MULAGA, Ellen. Malawijunior secondary integrated science: teacher's
guide/Ellen Mulaga and Dereck McMonagle. -Blantyre:
MacmilanMalawi,2<Xx)'-48p.;24cm.-ISBN:99908-44-50.x
1. Science - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
246. MULAGA, Ellen,Scienceand health education: Primary School Leaving
Certificate Examination: questions and model answers/
Ellen Mulaga. - Zomba: INSET/ Chancellor College
Publications, 199-? -85.p.; 30 cm.
1. Science - Study and Teaching (Primary)
2. Health Education (Primary)
45510 Mathematics
247.CHAMDIMBA, S.V. . .et al. Malawiprimarymathematics pupilsbook3,
bukhu la ophunzira a m'sitandade 31 olemba S. V.
Chamdimba, R. Hiwa, E. S. Kaphesi.-Blantyre:
Macmillan Malawi, 1998. - iv, 124p.; 28cm.-ISBN: 99908
-44-40-2
1. Mathematics - Study and Teaching (Primary)
248. CHIKWAKWA, Ralge. Malawi junior secondary mathematics:Students
book 11Ralge Chikwakwa and John Suffolk. - Blantyre:
Macmillan Malawi, 2000. - v, 215p.; 25cm.- ISBN: 99908
- 44 - 46 - 1
1. Mathematics - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
249. CH IKWA KWA, Ralge. Malawi junior secondary mathematics, students
book 2/Ralge Chikwakwa and John Suffolk. - Blantyre:
Macmillan Malawi, 2000. - viii, 288p.; 25cm.-ISBN: 99908
- 44 - 47 - x
1. Mathematics - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
250. CHIKWAKWA, Ralge. Malawijunior secondary mathematics:teachers
guide 1 and 2 1 Ralge Chikwakwa and John Suffolk. -
Blantyre: Macmillan Malawi, 2000. - vi, 217p.; 25cm.
-ISBN: 99908 - 44 - 48 - 8
1. Mathematics - Study and Teaching(Secondary)
251. CHIRAMBO, E. Z. . . et. al. Malawi primary education mathematics.
pupils book for standard 71 . E. Z. Chirambo, S. D.
Kalima, B. T Khonje. - Blantyre: Macmillan Malawi, 1998.
- 188p.; 21cm.- ISBN: 99908 - 24 - 81 - 9
1. Mathematics - Study and Teaching (Primary)
252. CHIRWA, A. M. S. Exploring mathematics book 11A. M. S. Chirwa and
A. S. Mogha. - Lilongwe: Maneno, 2000. - 142p.; 25cm. -
Junior Secondary Mathematics for Malawi.
1. Mathematics - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
253. DUNGA, L. K. .. et. al. Malawi primary mathematics:bukhu la ophun-
lira a m'sitandade 1/wolembaL. K. Dunga,D. R.Jere, S.
D. S. Kalima. - Blantyre: Macmillan Malawi 1996. - 95p.;
25cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 44 - 38 - 0
1. Mathematics - Study and Teaching (Primary)
46254. GUNSARU,C. M. Newsecondary mathematicsform 11C. M. Gunsaru
and S. V. Chamdimba. - rev. and updateded - Blantyre:
Longman Malawi, 2000. - 138p.; 24cm. - ISBN: 99908 -
63 - 01 -6
1. Mathematics- Study and Teaching (Secondary)
255. HAU, S. A. . . et. al. Malawi primary education mathematics pupils'
book 61S. A. Hau, V. C. L. Kadakoma, E. S. Kaphesi. -
Blantyre: Macmillan Malawi, 1998. - 210p.; 24cm.-ISBN:
99908 - 24 - 70 - 3
1. Mathematics - Study and Teaching (Primary)
256. HAU, S. A. . . et. al. Malawi primary education mathematics pupils book
51 S. A. Hau, S. D. Kalima, E. S. Kaphesi - Blantyre:
Macmillan Malawi, 1998. - 206p.; - 24cm.-ISBN : 99908 -
24-65- 7
1.Mathematics - StudyandTeaching(Primary)
257. HAU, S. A. Strides in mathematicsform 1 S. Hau.- Blantyre: Longman
Malawi, 2001, 140p.;24cm.- ISBN: 99908 - 63 - 03 - 2
1. Mathematics- Study and Teaching (Secondary)
258. HAU, SA Stridesin mathematicsform 2 I S. Hau. - Blantyre: Longman
Malawi, 2001, 135p.;24cm.-ISBN: 99908 - 63 - 37 - 7
1. Mathematics - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
259. KALlMA, S. D. S. . . et. al. Malawi primary mathematics pupil's book 4:
bukhu la ophunzira a m'sitandade 41 olemba S. D. S.
Kalima, E. S. Kaphesi, B.T. Khonje.- Blantyre: Macmillan
Malawi, 1998.-127p.; 23cm.-ISBN: 99908 - 44 - 41 - 0
1. Mathematics- Study and Teaching (Primary)
260. MAKOKA, Mathero. New junior secondary mathematics book
1/Mathero Makoka, Jabulani Wasasi and Thomas
Kanjodo.- Blantyre: Christian Literature Association in
Malawi, 2000. - 163p.;24cm .-ISBN: 99908 - 16 - 32 - 0
1. Mathematics - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
261. NEW secondary mathematicsform 21C. M. Gunsaru . . .et al. Blantyre:
Longman Malawi, 20001, 162p.; 24cm.- ISBN: 99908 -
63 - 25 - 3
1. Mathematics- Study and Teaching (Secondary)
47530 Physics
262. KALIBWANJI, Oyimbo Baxter. A junior certificate physical
science/Oyimbo Baxter Kalibwanji. - 2nd ed. - Zomba:
Chancellor College Publications, 1999. - xiii, 163p.;
30cm.-ISBN: 99908 - 51 - 17 - 3
1. Physical Science - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
263. MSHANGA, J. I. Strides in physical science: form 1/J. I. Mshanga, L. J.
Kampira and A. L. D. Mwanza. - Blantyre: Longman
Malawi, 2000. - 120p.; 24cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 63 - 05 - 9
1. Physical Science - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
264. MSHANGA, J. I. Strides in physical science: form 2 /J. I. Mshanga, L.
J. Kampira and A. L. D. Mwanza. - Blantyre: Longman
Malawi. - 138p.;24cm. - ISBM: 99908-63-22-9
1. Physical Science - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
570 Life Sciences
265. ELIAS, David. Zovo Chipolo Forests nature trail/ David Elias. -
Lilongwe: Department of Parks and Wildlife, the
Education and Information Unit, 1984.- 20p.; 21cm
1. Natural History - Malawi - Nyika Plateau
..
266. KALINDEKAFE, M. P. Review of environmental impact assessment!
M. P. Kalindakafe. - Zomba: Lake Chilwa Wetland and
Catchment Management Project for the Ministry of
Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs, 1999. -
61p.; 30cm. - (State of the EnvironmentStudy No.9)
1. Environmental ImpactAnalysis -Malawi.
267. LAKE Chilwa environment: a report of the 1996 Ramsarsite study/edit-
ed by K. VanZegeren and M. P.Munyenyembe.-Zomba:
Chancellor College Publications for the Department of
Biology, 1998. - v, 162p; 29cm - ISBN: 99908 - 51 - 02 -
6
1. Lake Ecology - Malawi - Lake Chilwa
2. Lake Chilwa - Malawi
3. Wetland Ecology - Malawi
48268. MALAWI. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS. Lake
Chilwa Wetland state of the environment/ Malawi
Government. - Zomba: Lake Chilwa Wetland and
Catchment Management Project, 2000. - vi, 89p.; 30cm
1. Wetland Ecology - Malawi
269. MALAWI. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS. Malawi
national ennvironmental action plan vol. 1.-Lilongwe:
Deptof EnvironmentalAffairs, 1994.-104p; (14p), 30cm.-
ISBN:99908 - 26 - 11- 0
1. EnvironmentalAspects - Nature and Nurture
270. MALAWI.MINISTRYOF EDUCATIONAND CULTURE.Teachersguide
for the senior certificate biology/Ministry of Education. -
Zomba: Chancellor College Publications, 199?- 82p.;
29cm.
1. Biology - Study and Teaching
271. MHLANGA,A. S. Strides in biology form 1/ A. S. Mhlanga, P. Ndolo
and N. Mbano. - Blantyre: Longman Malawi, 2000. -
156p.;24cm.- ISBN: 99908 - 63 - 04 - 0
1. Biology - Study and Teaching
272. MHLANGA,A. S. Strides in Biology.J. C.teacher's guide/A.S Mhlanga,
P. Ndolo and N. M. Mbano - Blantyre: Longman Malawi
2001 -viii, 63p.; 24cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 63 - 15 - 6
1. Biology - Study and Teaching
273. TEACHER'S Guide for the senior certificate biology / Ministry of
Education and Culture. - Zomba: Chancellor College
Publications, 199-? - 82p.; 29cm.
1. Biology - Study and Teaching
590 Zoological Sciences
274. MEDLAND, Bob.A checklist of the birds of Kasungu National Park/Bob
Medland. - Lilongwe:Wildlife Society of Malawi, Lilongwe
Branch, 1994. - (14)p.; 21cm
1. Birds - Malawi
275. MEDLAND, R. D.Achecklist of the birds of Lake Malawi National Park/
R. D.Medlandand N. P. VanZalinge. - Lilongwe: Wildlife
Society of Malawi, Lilongwe Branch (1994). - 11p.; 18cm
1. Birds - Malawi
49276. MEDlAND, Bob.A checklist of the birds of lengwe National Park/Bob
Medland. - Lilongwe:Wildlife Society of Malawi,Lilongwe
Branch, 1994. - (10) p.; 21cm
1. Birds - Malawi
277. MEDlAND, Bob. A checklist of the birds of Lilongwe/ Bob Medland. -
Lilongwe: Wildlife Society of Malawi, Lilongwe Branch,
1994. - (14)p.; 21cm
1. Birds - Malawi
278. MEDlAND, Bob,A checklist of the birds of Liwonde National Park/Bob
Medland. - Lilongwe:Wildlife Society of Malawi, Lilongwe
Branch, 1994. - (14), 21 cm
1. Birds - Malawi
279. ROYLE, John. An introduction to the common snakes of Malawi/John
Royle. - Lilongwe: Wildlife Society of Malawi, 1989. -
48p.; 21cm
1. Snakes - Malawi
610. Medical Sciences
280. BANJA lA MTSOGOlO.leaders in family planning: briefing pack. -
Blantyre: Banja la Mtsogolo, (1999). - 6p.; 29 cm.
1. Birth Control Clinics - Malawi
281. CAMMACK, Dianna. . . et. al. Malawian children: the state of health,
nutrition, education, water and sanitation of children in
Malawi in 1995/ Text by Dianna Cammack, photographs
by Giacom Pirozzi. - Lilongwe: Ministry of Economic
Planning and Development and UNICEF, 1997.- 20p.;
30cm
1. Children - Malawi
2. Child Health Services - Malawi
282. CHIUTA wa chitemwa na wa chisungusungu: maghanoghano gha
chikristu pa matenda gha Ell. - Balaka: (Montfort Media,
1999). - 12p.; 21cm. - (Kachere Series)
1.AIDS (Disease)
283. GOD of love and compassion: a christian meditation ofAIDS. - Balaka:
(Montfort Media, 1999).-9p; 21cm.- (Kachere Series)
1.AIDS (Disease)
50284. HICKEY,Claire. Factors explaining observed patterns of sexual behav-
iours: phase 2 longitudinal study: final report by Claire
Hickey - Zomba University of Malawi: Centre for Social
Research, 1999-viii, 116p.;27cm
1. Sexual Behaviour Surveys - Malawi
285. KALONDE, Ken. Mankhwala a zitsamba: chithandizo chapafupi: vol. 1
/Ken Kalonde. - Lilongwe: Sunrise Publications, 2000. -
109p.; 21cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 42 - 04 - 3
1. Herbs - Therapeutic Use
2. Botany, Medical - Malawi
286. MALAWI. MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND POPULATION. To the year
2000: a vision for the health sector in Malawi. - Lilongwe:
Ministry of Health and Population, 1999 .102p; 30cm.
1. Medical Care - Malawi
2. Medical Policy - Malawi
3. Health Planning- Malawi
287. MIPANDO, Christopher. Abayamba wakula Takondwayu: kugawana
nzeru za njira zakulera/Christopher Mipando. - Lilongwe:
National Library Service, 1997.- 44p.;21em.
1. Birth Control - Malawi
288. MPHATSO ya moyo: bukhu loyankha mafunso a ana a zaka 5.-
Balaka: Montfort Missionaries, 1996. - 24p.; 21em.
1. Child Birth
289. MULUNGU wa chikondi ndi wa chifundo: malingaliro a chikhristu pa
EDZI. - Balaka: (Montfort Media, 1999). - 9p.; 21cm.-
(Kachere Series)
1.AIDS (Disease)
290. NATIONALAIDS CONTROL PROGRAMME. Aids cases surveillance
1996: monitoring and evaluation/ prepared by AIDS
Secretariat-Lilongwe: NationalAids Control Programme,
1996.- 9p.; 30 em.
1.AIDS (Disease)
291. NATIONAL SAFE MOTHERHOODTASK FORCE.Making motherhood
safe for Malawian women. - Lilongwe: National Safe
MotherhoodTask Force, 1995. - 28p.; 29cm
1. Maternal Health Services - Malawi
51630 Agriculture and Related Technologies
292. ABBOT, Paddy G. The supply and demand dynamics of Miombo: an
analysis of household responses: a report for the
Forestry Research Institute of Malawi /Paddy G. Abbort.
- Zomba: Forestry Research Instituteof Malawi,1997-iv,
30p.; 29 cm
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi - Research
293. BUNDERSON, W. T. .. et. al. A field manual for agroforestry practice
in Malawi: Malawi Agroforestry Extension Project/ W. T.
Bunderson, F. Bodnar and S. J. Nanthabwe. - Lilongwe:
Government of Malawi / USAID, 1995.- vii, 168p.;21cm
1. Agroforestry - Malawi
2. Forests and Forestry - Malawi
294. CHAPMAN, J. D. Mulanje cedar: Malawi's national tree/ J. D.
Chapman. - Blantyre: Society of Malawi, 1995- iii, 63p.;
21cm.-ISBN: 99908 - 36 - 00 - 0
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi
295. CHILIMA, Clement Z. Biological control of conifer aphids project,final
report, 1997/ Clement Z. Chilima with inputfrom Sean
T. Murphy.- Zomba: Forestry Research Instituteof
Malawi, 1997. - 95p.; 30cm.
1. Forest Insects - Malawi
296. COMMUNITY - BASED management of miombowoodland in Malawi:
proceedings of a national workshop, "Sun"and Sand
Holiday Resort, Mangochi, Malawi, 27 -29 September,
1999/ edited by Mzoma R. Ngulube . . . et al. - Zomba:
Forestry Research Institute of Malawi, 1999. - x, 251p.; 3Ocm
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi
2. Environmental Policy - Malawi
297. COOTE, Claire. . . et. al. The distribution, uses and potential for
develoRmentof moringa oleifera in Malawi by Claeri
Coote, Martin Stewart and Charles Bonongwe.-
Zomba: Forestry Research Institute of Malawi, 1997. -
vi, 40p.; 29cm - (Forestry Research Record, No. 67)
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi
298. DOWNES,Anne. A guide to guinea fowl farming in Malawi/Anne
Downes. - Lilongwe: Departmentof National Parksand
Wildlife, 1999. - 63p.; 20cm
1. Poultry - Malawi
52299. FORESTRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MALAWI. Consolidated
report on research programmes at the Forestry
Research Instituteof Malawi, 1998. - 2000. - Zomba:
ForestryResearchInst~ute of Malawi,(2000).-38p.;30cm
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi - Programmes
300. FORESTRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MALAWI. Indigenous wood-
land management strategy area: research programmes
1995 - 1998 / Forestry Research Institute of Malawi.-
Zomba: The Institute, (1997). - iv, 17p.; 29cm
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi - Research
2. Forests Management - Malawi
301. FORESTRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MALAWI. Plantations strate-
gy area: research programmes 1995 - 1998/ Forestry
Research Institute of Malawi. - Zomba: The Institute,
(1997).- iv 19p.;30cm
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi - Programmes
302. FORESTRYRESEARCH INSTITUTEOF MALAWI. Progress report for
the 1995- 1998 forestry research programme and
profiles for the approved 1998 -2001 projects/compiled
by Mzoma R. Ngulube . . . et. al. - Zomba: Forestry
Research Instituteof Malawi. - xiv, 143p.; 30cm
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi - Programmes
303. FORESTRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MALAWI. Project promotion
training: course document: project R6709: sustainable
management of Miombowoodland by local communities/
compiled by Lusayo Mwabumba.- Zomba: Forestry
Research Instituteof Malawi, 2000. - 137p.; 30cm
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi
2. Environmental Policy - Malawi
304. GOWELA, J. P. Customer survey to determine why sales at Malawi
National Tree Seed Centre have declined /J. P. Gowela
and D. Gondwe. - Zomba: Forestry Research Institute of
Malawi,1999.- 15leaves,30cm.- FRIMReportNo.99015)
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi Survey
305. KANJALA, B. M. Strides in agriculture: form1 /B. M. Kanjala and N. T.
Kaperemera. - Blantyre: Longman Malawi, 2000 - 147p.;
24cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 63 - 07 - 5
1.Agriculture - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
53306. KAPEREMERA, N.T. Strides in agriculture form 2 / N. T. Kaperemera
and B. M. Kanjala. - Blantyre: Longman Malawi, 2001. -
148p.; 24cm .- ISBN: 99908 - 63 - 29-6
1.Agriculture - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
307. KAPEREMERA, N. T. Strides in agriculture: J. C. teachers guide / N. T.
Kaperemera and B. M. Kanjala. - Blantyre: Longman
Malawi, 2001. - vi, 90p.; 24cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 63 - 18 - 0
1. Agriculture - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
308. MAKUNGWA, Stevenson. MSCE agriculture questions and model
answers / compiled by Stevenson Makungwa. - Zomba:
Chancellor College Publications, 1999. - 86p.; 28cm
1.Agriculture - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
309. MALAWI.
310. MALAWI.
DEPARTMENTOF FORESTRY.Alternative potsfor use in a
tree nursery / Department of Forestry. - Lilongwe:
European Union Social Forestry Training and Extension
Project, 1998. - 128p.; 20cm.- (Forestry Technical
Leaflet: Nursery Series)
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY. Forestry extension kit for
field workers in Malawi vol. 1, 2, 3 and 4 / Departmentof
Forestry. - Lilongwe: GOM / UNDP 5th Country
Programme, 1996.
Vol. 1,iii, 97p; 29vm
Vol. 2, iii, 102p;29cm
Vol. 3, iii, 73p; 29cm
Vol. 4, iii, 67p; 29cm
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi
311. MALAWI. DEPARTMENTOF FORESTRY.A guide to the ForestryAct
1997 / Department of Forestry. - Lilongwe: European
Union Social Forestry Project, 1998. - ix, 44p.; 30cm
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi - Legislation
312. MALAWI. DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY. Pricking out of tree
seedlings / Departmentof Forestry.-Lilongwe: European
Union Social Forestry, 1998.- 12p.; 20cm.- (Forestry
Technical Leaflet; Nursery series)
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi
54313. MALAWI. DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY. Pruning the roots of
seedlings/ Departmentof Forestry.- Lilongwe: European
Union Social Forestry, 1998. - 8p.; 20cm. - (Forestry
Technical Leaflet: Nursery Series)
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi
314. MALAWI. MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK
DEVELOPMENT. Agricultural Research Master Plan /
Malawi Government.- Lilongwe: Ministry of Agriculture
and Livestock Development, Department of Agricultural
Research, 1995. - x, 91p.; 30cm
1.Agriculture- Research - Malawi.
315. MALAWI.National sample survey of agriculture 1992/93, vol. iv: social
dimension of adjustment report. - Zomba: National
Statistical Office, (1994). - v, 563p.; 30cm
1.Agricultural Surveys - Malawi
2. Agriculture - Malawi
316. MFITILODZE, M. W. The potential for livestock development on the
Lake Chilwa flood plains / M. W. Mfitilodze. - Zomba:
Lake Chilwa Wetland and Catchment Management
Project, 1999. - 38p.; 30 cm - (State of the Environment
Study No. 11)
1. Livestock - Development
2. Livestock- Lake Chilwa
317. MWABUMBA,Lusayo.Proceedingsof the inaugural eco-regional meet-
ing of the SADC - AFORNET node, 31st May - 3rd
June 1999/ compiled by Lusayo Mwabumba and Mzoma
Ngulube.-Zomba: Forestry Research Instituteof Malawi,
1999. - 56p.; 25cm. - (Southern Africa Development
Community,African Forestry Research Network)
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi - Research
318. NATIONAL FORESTRY RESEARCH COMMITTEE. Seed strategy
area: research programmes 1995 - 1998/National
Forestry Research Committee. - Zomba: Forestry
Research Instituteof Malawi, (1995. - iv, 15p.; 30cm
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi - Research
55319. NGULUBE, Mzoma R. Evaluation of multipurpose trees for social
forestry in Malawi/ Mzoma R. Ngulube.-Zomba: Forestry
Research Institute of Malawi, 1992. - iv, 129p.; 8cm -
Forestry Research Report No. 65)
1. Forests and Forestry - Malawi - Evaluation
320. NGULUBE, Mzoma R. Promotionand evaluationof self-helptree plant-
ing in the Lake Chilwa Wetland and Catchment
Management Project for the Ministry of Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs.- Zomba: Lake
Chilwa Wetland and Catchment Management Project
1999.-x,57p.;3Ocm. -(StateoftheEnvironment StudyNo.14).
1.Tree Planting - Citizen Participation- Malawi
321. SUSTAINABLE use of forest products Miombo wild edible fungi: pro-
ceedings of the first regional workshop held in Zomba,
17th July, 2000 / edited by Erick Boa. . . et. al. - Zomba:
Forestry Research Instituteof Malawi,2000.- 60p.;30cm
1, Fungi, Edible
322. TOBACCO ASSOCIATIONOF MALAWI.Memories of the tenth annual
Congress 28th June, 1998 TAMA.-Lilongwe: The
Association, 1998 - 50p.;21cm
1.TobaccoAssociation of Malawi - Congresses
2. Tobacco- Malawi - Marketing
323. TOBACCO ASSOCIATION OF MALAWI.TAMAdirectory, May 1999. -
Lilongwe: The Association, 1999.- 53p.; 20cm.
... 1.Tobacco Association of Malawi- Directories
324. TOBACCO RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MALAWI.Annual report and
. accounts for the year ended 31stAugust, 1992/ Tobacco
Research Institute of Malawi. - Lilongwe: The Institute,
1993, 29p.; 30cm
1.Tobacco - Malawi - Research
640 Domestic Arts and Sciences
325. LEMANI, Evelyn. Home Economics in Malawi: a junior secondary
course students book 1 / Evelyn Lemani.- Blantyre:
Dzuka Publishing Company, 2000. - iv, 105p.; 24cm. -
ISBN: 99908 - 17 - 64 - 6
1. Home Economics - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
56326. MALAWI. MINISTRY OF HEALTHAND POLULATION. Malangizo a
kudyetsa ana ang'ono -Lilongwe: Ministry of Health, and
Population 1992. - 20p.; 21cm. - (Nutrition Education
Booklet No.2)
1. Nutrition - Malawi
327. MKWAPATIRA,Richards. The utilisation of bush meet in Mwanza,
Dowa and Salima Districts of Malawi / Richards
Mkwapatira. - Zomba: Action Aid Malawi and TRAFFIC
East / Southern Africa, 1998. - iv, 65p.; 29cm
1. Wildlife as Food - Malawi
2. Hunting - Malawi
3. Nutrition - Malawi
328. MOLEWA, Julia. Strides in home economics: form 1 / Julia Molewa. -
Blantyre: Longman Malawi, 2000. - 188p.;24cm. - ISBN:
99908 - 63 - 09 -1
1. Home Economics- Study and Teaching
(Secondary)
650 Management and Auxiliary Services
329. MALAWI. DEPARTMENTOF POSTSAND TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
Report of the Board of Inquiry into alleged malpractices
in the Department of Posts and Telecommunications,
Blantyre and Lilongwe / Ministry of Transport and
Telecommunications. - Blantyre: High Court of Malawi,
1992. - viii, various pagination, 30cm
1.Telecommunication- Malawi - Inquiry
330. MALAWI INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT. Annual report 1994.-
Lilongwe: The Malawi Institute of Management, 1995.
24p.; 29cm
1. Office Management - Malawi
331. MALAWIVision 2020. - Lilongwe: Malawi Vision 2020 Project, 1996. -
16 leaves, 30 cm
1. Planning - Malawi
57339. KAYIRA, B. M.C.Tremorsof thejungle/ B. M.C. Kayira.- Blantyre:
Jhango Heinemann 1996.- 146p.; 21cm. - (Kwela
Books)
340. MALAWI Writing today: a pen anthology of recent writing in Malawi /
edited by Kingston Lapukeni Phiri. - Blantyre: Malawi
Pen, 1999.-ii, 90p.; 21cm
341. NTABA,Jolly Max,Akaziaphetsa/ wolemba Jolly Max Ntaba.- Blantyre:
Dzuka Publishing, 1994. - 102p.; 18cm. - (Dzuka writers)
820 Literature in English
342. BANDA, Joseph Alexander.The startling revelation /Joseph Alexander
Banda. - Limbe: Popular Publications, 1991. - iv, 186p.;
18cm. - (MalawianWriters Series)
343. BLIND search and other stories: an anthology by the Malawi Writers
Union (MAWU) / edited by Sambalikagwa Mvona.-
Blantyre: Dzuka Publishing Company, 2000. - 47p.;
21cm.- ISBN: 99908 - 17 - 88 - x
344. CHIMOMBO, Steve. The caves of Nazimbuli / retold by Steve
Chimombo. - Limbe: Popular Publications, 1994 - 48p.;
17cm. - (Malawian Writers Series)
345. CHIMOMBO, Steve.The wrath of Napolo/ Steve Chimombo. - Zomba:
Wasi Publications, 2000. - 599p.; 21cm. ISBN: 99908 -
48 - 06 - 8
346. GALINDO, Emilio. Prepare your future / Emilio Galindo. - Limbe:
Popular Publications, 1997. - 177p.; 18cm
347. JELENJE, Mandayawo.The chief's maize garden/Mandayawo Jelenje.
- Lilongwe: Nationala Library Series, 1998.-14p.; 14 x
21cm
348. KALONDE, Ken. Smiles roundAfrica / Ken Kalonde. - Lilongwe:
Sunrise Publications, 1997. - 32p.; 20cm
349. KALONDE, Ken,A special guide to the anthology of Malawian litera-
ture for junior secondary / Ken Kalonde.- Lilongwe:
Sunrise Publications, 2000. - 164p.; 21cm.-ISBN: 99908
- 42 - 03 - 5
59350. MSADALA, Alfred. Destined for great things papers. - Blantyre:ACIN,
1999. - 80p.; 19cm
351. MSADALA, Alfred. One, Steve Chimombo papers. -Alfred Msadala.-
Blantyre:ACIN, 1996.- 12p.; 18cm
352. MSADALA, Alfred. Reminiscence: poems / Alfred Msadala. - Blantyre:
ACIN, 1996. - 52p.; 17cm
353. MULLER, Ursula. Bobo the monkey / Ursula Muller translation by
Hartford Mchazime. - Zomba: Malawi/German Basic
Education, 2000.-14p.;21cm.-ISBN:99908-68-10 -7
354. MULLER, Ursula. Discovery / Ursula Muller, translation by Hartford
Mchazime. - Zomba:Malawi /German Basic Education,
2000. - 12p.; 21cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 68 - 09 - 3
355. MULLER, Ursula. Goat Frieda and her friend Pickpick / Ursula Muller,
translation by Hartford Mchazime. - Zomba: Malaw/
German Basic Education, 2000. - 24p.; 21cm.-ISBN:
99908 - 68 - 12 - 3
356. MULLER, Ursula. The goat / Ursula Muller; translation by Hartford
Mchazime.- Zomba: Malawi/German Basic Education,
2000. - 20p.; 21cm. - ISBN: 99908, 68 - 15 - 8
357. MULLER, Ursula. Language games / Ursula Muller; translation by
Hartford Mchazime. - Zomba: Malawi/German Basic
Education, 2000. - 14p.; 21cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 68 - 13 - 1
358. MULLER, Ursula. Our village / Ursula Muller; translation by Hartford
Mchazime. - Zomba: Malawi /German Basic Education,
2000. - 18p.; 21cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 68 - 14 - x
359. MULLER, Ursula. Tendai and Carlo / Ursula Muller; translation by
Hartford Mchazime. - Zomba: Malawi/German Basic
Education,2000.- 13p.;21cm.-ISBN:99908-68-08-5
360. MULLER, Ursula. Visiting auntie / Ursula Muller; translation by Hartford
Mchazime.-Zomba: Malawi/German Basic Education,
2000. - 18p.; 21cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 68 - 11- 5
60890 Literature in other Languages
361. CHIKOTI, Shadreck. Wamzako ndi wake yemwe / wolemba Shadreck
Chikoti; wojambula Brian Hara. - Lilongwe: National
Library Service, 1998.30p.; 22cm. - (Werengani Series
13)
362. CHIMOMBO, Steve. Wachiona ndani / Steve Chimombo. - rev. ed -
Blantyre: Dzuka Publishing Company, 1999.- 31p.; 21cm
- (DzukaWriters Series). - ISBN: 99908 - 17 - 60 - x
363. DOSSI, Tobias. Mandionekedwe wamisala / Tobias Dossi. - rev. ed. -
Blantyre: Dzuka Publishing Company, 1999. - iv,36p.;
21cm.- ISBN.-: 99908 - 17 - 66 - 2
364. IPHANI, Max J. Edi njovu/womasulira Max. J. Njovu.- Cambridge:
Cambridge University 8 Press, 1999.- 16p.; 21cm.- (orig-
inally published in English as Eddi Ndlovu.
365. KALONDE,Ken.Okongolasanyada / Ken Kalonde. - Lilongwe: Sunrise
Publications, 2000.- 123p.;21cm.ISBN:99908- 42- 02- 7
366. KAMTHUNZI, Whyghtone. Kuno n'kunja / Whyghtone Kamthunzi. -
Limbe: Popular Publicatios, (1997). - 57p.; 18cm.-
(MalawianWriters Series)
367. KAMTHUNZI, Whyghtone. Masewera sakhala paulimbo/ wolemba
Whyghtone Kamthunzi.-Lilongwe: National Library
Service, 1997. - 24p.; 20cm. - (Werengani Series)
368. KAMTHUNZI,Whyghtone. Msiizi / wolemba Whyghtone Kamthunzi,
wojambula Brian Hara. - Lilongwe: National Library
Service, 1999. - 20p.; 21cm
369. KAMTHUNZI, Whyghtone. Nawonso afuna moyo / Whyghtone
Kamthunzi. - Lilongwe: National Library Service, 1994.-
20p.; 29cm. - (Werengani Series, 4)
370. KAMTHUNZI,Whyghtone. Tiferenji / wolemba Whyghtone Kamthunzi.
- Limbe: Popular Publications, 1996. - 17p.; 17cm.-
(Malawi Writers Series)
371. MINDANO,Nixon.Adachiona Hilida/ Nixon Mindano. - Limbe: Popular
Publications, 1993.~- 66p.; 18cm.- (Malawi Writers
Series)
61372. MINDANO, Nixon. Chakondamwini mulekere/ Nixon Mindano- Limbe:
Popular Publications, 199..? - 88p.; Hcm. - (Malawian
Writers Series). -ISBN: 99908 - 29 - 14- 4
373. MINDANO, Nixon. Chisomo ndi Dalitso / mkonzi Nixon Mindano. -
Lilongwe: National Library Service, 1993. - 12p.; 29cm.-
(Werengani Series)
374. M'KHUTU mwanga ndi ndakatulo zina.-Domasi: Malawi Institute of
Education, 1997.-25p.; 18cm.-(Ndakatulo zosiyana-
siyana zolembedwa ndi ana a Malawi 1)
375. MSOWOYA, Wanangwa. Tadala mwana osamva: nthano m'zithunzi /
Wanangwa Msowoya. - Lilongwe: National Library
Service, 1998. - (Werengani Series, 14)
376. MULLER, Ursula. Bobo/Ursula Muller; translation by Hartford
Mchazime.-Zomba:Malawi/German Basic Education,
2000. - 15p.; 21cm. -ISBN: 99908 - 68 - 06 - 9
377. MULLER, Ursula. Gunda ndi bwenzi lake Chosa / Ursula Muller;trans-
lation by Hartford Mchazime.-Zomba: Malawi/German
Basic Education, 2000. - 23p.; 21cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 68
- 02 - 6
378. MULLER, Ursula. Kuchezera azakhali / Ursula Muller; translation by
Hartford Mchazime.-Zomba: Malawi/German Basic
Education - 19p.; 21cm. - ISBN: .99908 - 68 - 04 - 2
379. MULLER, Ursula. Kusewera ndi mau / Ursula Muller; translation by
Hartford Mchazime.-Zomba: Malawi/German Basic
Education,2000.- 15p.;21cm.-ISBN: 99908- 68-05-0
380. MULLER, Ursula. Mbuzi / Ursula Muller; translation by Hartford
Mchazime.-Zomba: Malawi/German Basic Education,
2000. - 19p.; 21cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 68 - 00 - x
381. MULLER, Ursula, Mudzi wathu / Ursula Muller; translation by Hartford
Mchazime.-Zomba: Malawi/German Basic Education,
2000. - 19p.; 21cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 68 - 07 - 7
62382. MULLER, Ursula. Tendai ndi Mvuu / Ursula Muller; translation by
Hartford Mchazime. - Zomba: Malawi/Germana Basic
Education, 2000.-15p.; 21cm.-ISBN: 99908- 68- 01- 8
383. MULLER, Ursula. Ziri kuti?/ Ursula Muller; translation by Hartford
Mchazime.- Zomba: Malawi/German Basic Education,
2000. - 15p.;21cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 68 - 03 - 4
384. MWAONA, Peter. Chilandamoyo / Peter Mwaona. - Blantyre: Dzuka
Publishing Company, 2000. - 142p.; 21cm - (Dzuka
Writers Series). - ISBN: 99908 - 17 - 61 - 8
385. NKHOMA. Theodulo. Tsiku lalikululTheodulo Nkhoma.- Lilongwe:
National Library Service, 2000.- iv, 12p; 20cm.-
(Werengani Series, 17).
386. PALIANI,SilvesterA. Zinali zosalirika / Silvester A. Paliani. - Blantyre:
Dzuka PublishingCompnay, (2000). - v, 176p.; 18cm.-
ISBN: 99908 - 17 - 70 - 7
387. SAGONJA, Roy.Mumderanji. - Lilongwe: ROSA Publications, 2001. -
iii, 21p.; 21cm. - ISBN: 99908 - 908 - 0 - 3
388. SANDEY, Moses. Maloto. - Lilongwe: Kuwala Publications, (1999) .-
10p; 21cm
389. ZINGANI, Barnaba. Ufiti/ wolemba Barnaba Zingani; wojambula Brian
Hara- Lilongwe:NationalLibraryServices,1995.- 21p.;
20cm. - (Werengani Series 5).- ISBN: 99908 - 35 - 04 - 7
900 General Geography and History
390. GARLAND, Vera. Ryalls: a woman and her hotel/Vera Garland. -
Blantyre:The Society of Malawi, 1996. - v, 92p.; 22cm.
1. Malawi - Description and Travel
2. Hotels - Malawi - History
3. Ryalls, Louisa - Biography
391. GWIYANI- NKHOMA,Bryson. MSCEworld history in the twentieth cen-
tuary (1870 - 1965):questions and model answers / com-
piled by Bryson Gwiyani-Nkhoma. - Zomba: Chancellor
College Publications, 2000. - viii, 80p.; 29cm.-ISBN:
99908 - 51 - 21 - 2
1. History - Study and Teaching (Secondary)
63392. LE MAITRE, A. Strides in history / A. Le Maitre, J. BoUare and B.
Lijenda.-Blantyre: Longman Malawi, 2000. - 140p.;
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Lilongwe Tel.: 741 787
Bible Society of Malawi
P.O. Box 710











British Council - Malawi Office
P.O. Box 30222
Capital City




Lilongwe 3 Tel.: 784 200
85Bunda College of Agriculture
P.O.Box 219
Lilongwe Tel.:277250/277257
Bvumbwe Agriculture Research Station
P.O. Box 5748
Limbe Tel.: 662 206
























Blantyre Tel.: 631 900
86Centre for Human Righs and Rehabilitation
P.O. Box 2340
Lilongwe
Centre for Language Studies
C/o University of Malawi
P.o. Box 108
Zomba Tel.: 524 528 Fax: 524 297
Centre for Social Research
C/o University of Malaawi




Zomba Tel.: 524222 Fax: 524046
Cheshire Homes (Malawi)
P.O. Box 1530
Blantyre Tel.: 636 329
Chitedze Agricultural Research Station
P.O. Box 158
Lilongwe Tel.: 767222
Chitukuko cha Amayi m'Malawi (CCAM)
Private Bag 301
Capital City




Christian Literature Association in Malawi
P.O. Box 503
Blantyre Tel.: 620839/673091
87Christian Service Committee of the Churches in Malawi
P.o. Box 51294













Commercial Bank of Malawi
P.O.Box 1111
Blantyre Tel.:620 144
Commercial Development Group Limited
P.O. Box 2521
Blantyre Tel.: 673342





Communication for Child Health Project










Council for Non-GovernmentalOrganisations in Malawi
P.O.Box 480
Blantyre










Zomba Tel.: 524222 Fax: 524046
Department of Economic Planning and Development
P.O. Box 30136
Capital City
Lilongwe 3 Tel.: 782 300











Zomba Tel.: 524222 Fax: 524046




Department of National Parks and Wildlife
P.O.Box 30131
Capital City
Lilongwe 3 Tel.:783 209




Department of Research and Environmental Affairs
P.O. Box 30745
Capital City




Department of Theology and Religious Studies
Chancellor College
P.O.Box 280









Blantyre Tel.: 670 855/670 880
Edriss, Abdi K.
C/o Bunda College of Agriculture
P.O. Box 219
Lilongwe Tel.: 761 379/277 419
Electricity Supply Commission of Malawi
P.O. Box 2047
Blantyre Tel.: 622000
Employers Consultative Association of Malawi (ECAM)
P.O. Box 2134
Blantyre Tel.: 670007




Lilongwe 3. Tel.: 772 075 Fax: 772 019




























Forestry Research Institute of Malawi (FRIM)
P.O.Box 270










Blantyre Tel.: 672 194
G. E. Publications Limited
P.O.Box 90143







Zomba Tel.: 524 166
Government Printer
P.O. Box 37
Zomba Tel.: 525 155
















Inspectorate and Evaluation Division,




93Inter - Congregational Seminary,
P.O. Box 221,
Balaka. Tel. : 545417 .
Investment and Development Bank of Malawi,
P.O.Box 358,




Blantyre. Tel.:652908. Fax 651003







Kasungu. Tel. : 253488
Kamwendo, W.M.
P.O. Box 794,






Blantyre. Tel. : 630333
Lakeshore Islamic Publications,
P.O. Box 132,
Liwonde. Tel. : 532553





Blantyre. Tel. : 672333
Likuni Press and Publishing House,
P.O. Box 133,













Blantyre 3. Tel: 675773. Fax: 675751
Macmillan Malawi Limited,
Kenyatta Drive - Chitawira,
Private Bag 140,
Blantyre. Tel. : 675773 Fax: 675751
Mail Publishers Limited
P.O. Box 5020,





Malawi Agro - Forestry Extension Project,
New Building Society Complex,
P.O.Box 2440,




Blantyre 3. Tel. : 671222
Malawi Bureau of Standards,
P.O.Box 946,
Blantyre. Tel. : 620488
Malawi CARER,
P.O.Box 30479, Chichiri,
Blantyre 3. Tel. : 634261 Fax: 621637
Malawi Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
P.O.Box 258,
Blantyre. Tel. :671988 Fax: 671147
Malawi College of Distance Education,
Private Bag 302,
Chichiri,
Blantyre 3. Tel. 670088; 670034






Lilongwe 3 Tel. 783 322
96Malawi Council for the Handcapped
P.O.Box 5971
Limbe Tel.:643683 Fax: 645449
Malawi Development Corporation
P.O. Box 566
Blantyre Tel.: 620 100
Malawi Electoral Commission, The
Development House
Private Bag 113
Blantyre Tel.: 622 770 Fax: 622 149





Malawi Export Promotion Council
P.O. Box 1299
Blantyre Tel.: 620499 Fax: 635429
Malawi/German(GTZ) Basic Education Project
P.O.Box 655
Zomba Tel.:525065 Fax: 525 899
Malawi Human Rights Resource Centre
P.O. Box 891
Lilongwe Tel.: 752 629 Fax: 751 390
Malawi Institute of Democraticand EconomicAffairs (MIDEA)
P.O.Box 30465
Capital City








Lilongwe 3 Tel.: 780 800

























Lilongwe 3 Tel.:782 878 Fax: 780 210










(also known as: IL Bonyir Publications)













Blantyre Tel.: 644 186




Ministry of Education, Science and Technology
Private Bag 328
Capital City
Lilongwe 3 Tel.: 784800




Lilongwe 3 Tel.: 722755
Ministry of Gender,Youths and Community SeNices
Private Bag 330
Capital City




Lilongwe 3 Tel.: 783044



































Mzuzu Agriculture Development Division,
P.O. Box 131,











Blantyre 3. Tel. : 673703 Fax: 674343
101National AIDS Control Programme,
P.O. Box 30622,
Capital City,
Lilongwe 3 Tel. : 781344.
National Archives of Malawi,
Mkulichi Road,
P.O.Box62, ..





Lilongwe 3. Tel. : 773566; Fax: 774196




National Bank of Malawi,
P.O.Box 945,
Blantyre. Tel. :620622












102National Family Planning Council of Malawi,
Private Bag 308,
Capital City,
Lilongwe3. Tel. : 740330 Fax: 744187
National Fauna PreservationSociety of Malawi,
P.O.Box 321,
Zomba
National Herbarium and Botanic Gardens,
P.O. Box 528,




Lilongwe 3. Tel. :773700. Fax: 771616




National Rural Development Programme,
P.O. Box 30134,
Capital City,
Lilongwe 3. Tel. :733300
National Statistical Office,
P.O. Box 333,





























Lilongwe 3. Tel. :773208








(See also: Montfort Press)
P.O. Box 5592,
Limbe. Tel. :651833.
























Reserve Bank of Malawi,
P.O.Box 30063,
Capital City,






Lilongwe. Tel. : 797235; 753655
105Rural Economic Policy Research Centre
Private BagA149,
Lilongwe










SA DC Inland Fisheries Sector -Technical
Co - ordination Unit,
P.O. Box 1636,
Lilongwe. Tel. : 722299
SADC Wildlife Sector -TechnicalCo-ordination Unit,
P.O.Box 350,
Lilongwe
Science TeachersAssociation of Malawi,
C/o Chancellor College,
P.O Box 280,
Zomba. Tel. : 524222













Blantyre. Tel. : 630375
Starlake Enterprises (T.C.Sykes)
P.O.Box 1641, .







Lilongwe 3, Tel. :775462 Fax: 771285
Tea Research Foundation (CentralAfrica)
P.O. Box 51,
























Limbe. Tel. : 651275 Fax: 645725
United Nations Development Programme,
P.O.Box 30135,
Capital City,
Lilongwe 3. Tel. : 783500
University of Malawi Libraries,
Central Library Services,
P.O.Box 280,
Zomba. Tel. : 524222 Fax: 524046
University of Malawi- Researchand
Publications Committee,
P.O.Box 278,
Zomba. Tel. : 524622
University of Malawi-Students Union,
P.O.Box 280,
Zomba. Tel. : 524222
University of Malawi-Teaching Methods Committee,
P.O.Box 278,





Wakhumbata Ensemble Theatre Company,
P.O.Box 486,
Blantyre. Tel. : 634591
WAS I Publications,
P.O. Box 317,





Wildlife Society of Malawi,
P.O. Box 1429,
Blantyre. Tel. : 643428
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~~~ An Act to make Provision for the Registration of Newspapers
G.~~S: the Printing and Publication of Books and the Preservation
19642\~ of Printed Works Published in Malawi
1964
(1st March, 1948
S~I~I~ 1. This Act may be cited as the Printed PublicationsAct.
Inl:.'::: 2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,
"book" includes every part or division of a book, pamphlet,
newspaper,sheet of letterpress,sheetof music,map, plan,
chartor tableseparatelypublished:
"editor" includes the person or persons actually responsible for
110the collation or inclusion in any newspaper of the con-
tents thereof, whether such persons are expressly
employed for such purposes or not:
"newspaper" means any periodical publication published at interval
of not more than one month and consisting wholly, or
for the greater part, of political or other news or of arti-
cles relating thereto or to other current topics, with or
without advertisements, and with or without illustra-
tions, but shall not include any publication which is
proved not to be intended for public sale or public
dissemination. Expressions referring to printing shall
be construed as including references to any other
means or representing or reproducing words in visible
form by impressing one material on another.
3. -- (1) Every book printed and published in Malawi shall bear an
imprint in legible type showing:-
(a) the full and correct name of the printer and the place where
the book was printed;
(b) the full and correct name of publisher and his place of busi-
ness; and
(c) the year of publication.
(2)Any person who knowinglyand willfully prints or publishes or
causes to be printed or published any book not containing the









(3) The Minister may make Rules exempting from this section
such classes of printed matter used for the purposes of the
Government, of courts of justice, of public authorities and of
trade and business as may be specified in such Rules.
4. -- (1) The Publisherof every book published in Malawi shall within ve~e~;
two months of the publication, deliver at his own expense a copy ~:~~ shed
of the book to the Government Archivist, who shall give a written InMala h
wl
tot e
receipt for every copy received by him. G::~;
(2) Every copy delivered under the provisions of this section Archivist
shall be a copy of the whole book with all maps and illustrations
111belonging thereto, finished and coloured inthe same manneras
the best copies of the book are published, and shall be bound,
sewn or stitched together, and on the best paper on which the
book is printed.
(3) If any publisher fails to comply with this section, he shall be
liable to a fine of 20 pounds. When any person is convicted of
such offence. the court may, in addition to imposing a penalty,
order the person so convicted to comply with this section by
delivering a copy of the book to the authority to whom delivery
ought to have been made. Provided always that the court may,
instead of making the said order, impose a further fine not
exceeding the amount of the published price of the book.
(4) This section shall not apply to any second or subsequent
edition of a book unless such edition contains additions or alter-
ations either in the letterpress or in the maps, printer or other
illustrative material belonging thereto.
(5) The Minister may make Rules exempting from this section
publications wholly or mainly in the nature of trade advertise-
ments or such classes of such other publications as may be
specified in the Rules, and thereupon it shall not be necessary
for the publisher of any publication so exempted to deliver a
copy of such publication to the authority mentionned in subsec-
tion (1) unless, as respects any particular publication, a written




(1) No person shall print or publish or cause to be printed or
published any newspaper until there has been registeredat the
office of the GovernmentArchivist the full and correct title there-
of, and the full and correct names and places of abode of every
person who is or is intended to be the proprietor,editor, printer
or publisher of such newspaper, and the description of the
premises where the same is to be published. Everyalteration in
the aforesaid particularsshall forthwith be registeredin like man-
ner.
(2) Any person who contravenes this section shall be liableto a
fine of 100 pounds.
1126.-- (1) It shall be the duty of the Government Archivist to keep a reg-




denee (2) Any person wishing to obtain an extract from such register,
signed by the Government Archivist showing the particulars
therein contained in regard to any newspaper, shall be entitled
to obtain the same on application to the Government Archivist
and on payment of fee of a two shillings and six pence for every
such extracts.
(3) The production of any such extract, signed as aforesaid, in
any proceedings,civil or criminal, in any court of justice shall be
sufficient proof of the facts therein stated in regard to the names
of the proprietors, editors, printers and publishers of the news-
papertherein named.
(4) (a)Atthe trial of any personfor offences against section 4 (3)
or section 5 (2) any document purporting to be a certificate
under the hand of the Government Archivist that such person
has failed to comply with the requirements of the subsection-
under which such person is charged may be used in evidence
against him.
(b) When any certificate is so used the court may, if it thinks fit,
summon and examine the Government Archivist as to the
subject matter thereof.LAWS OF MALAWI
CAP. 19:01 PRINTED PUBLICATIONS ACT




~~~.~ri,1. These Rules may be cited as the Printed Publications Rules
1948
Ci . 2. The following publications or classes of publications shall be tatlon .








(a) Publications wholly in the nature of trade adverisements,
cards, catalogues, circulars, coupons, designs, forms, labels,
leaflets, plans, posters, price lists, prospectuses, show cards,
wrappers and similar publications purely in the nature of trade
advertisements:
(b) Publications wholly in the nature of time tables or rate tariffs
of transport services:
..
(c) Publicationswholly in the nature of calendars:
(d) Publications wholly in the nature of blank forms of accounts
or blank forms of receipts, or other blank forms of a similar
character:
(e) Wall sheets printed with alphabets, mottoes, religious text or
other matter of the purpose of elementary instruction.
114